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Quarry Starts Up

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Netted Maine Fishermen
N^arlv $50 000 More
Than March of Last Year

Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Organization Long Need
The telephone line which con
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
ed By Chamber of Com*
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln advance; single copies three nects Clark Island and Rockland
merce Under Way
cents.
brought to this city yesterday

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
At a meeting in the Chamber of
March fish landings, much higher
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
than during the same period last Commerce rooms, Wednesday a
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
year, brought a 30 percent increase group of ladies voted to form a La was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
in returns to Maine fishermen, ac dles' Auxiliary to the Rockland papers consolidated March 17,1897.
Chamber of Commerce.
Those
cording to the inonUily statistical
present were: Mrs. L. E. Jones, Mrs.
report of the Department of Sea and S. C. Perry. Mrs. John M Pomeroy,
Shore Fisheries released by Com Mrs. L. A. Thurston, Mrs. E. F.
[EDITORIAL]
missioner Arthur R. Greenleaf. The Glover, iMrs. William Ellingwood,
total catch brought $157,147 as com Mrs. E. L. Brown, Mrs. Cleveland
TROUBLED BY BAD DREAMS
pared with 1113,794 in March, 1930. j L. Sleeper, Jr., Mrs. C. H. Berry,
Troubles do not come singly, the old adage tells us, and
Clams were the leading item with Mrs. L. A. Walker. Mrs. K. C. Ran
this certainly applies to the Allies in Europe. In an almost
75.678 bushels bringing $37,938 while kin, Mrs. Lsidor Gordon, Mrs.
hopeless rout on the Norwegian front and compelled to seek
kbsters were next in line with Charles A. Emery, Mrs. G. L. St.
new defenses, they behold the unwelcome spectacle of waver
110.55? pounds selling for $29,296. Clair, Mrs. F. C. Gatcombe, Mrs.
ing neutrals, who doubtless feel that their greater safety
Other hlghliners were: 309 .TOO F. A. Tirirell, Jr.
lies with the German cause. If they obey the Hitler domina
pounds of codfish. 43C.C00 pounds of
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood served as
tion they might be doing what this nation would do under
haddock, 226,900 pounds of cusk, temporary chairman of the meeting
similar circumstances, and if they do knuckle it might mean
511.030 pounds of rosefish, 84,000 and the following slate of officers
a death blow to democracy in the Old World. Added to the
pounds of flounders. 56,000 pounds was elected:
Chairiman, Mrs.
Allies' woes in this dark hour is the almost certain belief that
of scallops and 62,030 pounds of Charles A. Emery, vice chairman,
their one-time associate, Italy, will add its strength to what
pollock.
Mrs Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.; secre
appears to be the winning side. The Allies have our full sym
Greenleaf said that the late start tary, Miss Lenore Benner; treasur
pathy, but they must be brought to a realization of the fact
of the sport fishing season was
er, Mrs. L. A. Thurston.
that bluster and bravado do not win battles. Germany main
disturbing blood and sandworm dig
All present voiced their enthusi
tained a m06t discreet silence from the moment of their hu
gers who by this time last year were
asm and felt that this committee
miliation In 1818 until they were ready to strike, and when they
selling several thousands of dollars
was greatly needed to welcome new
did strike they were certainly ready.
worth of this type of bait each
comers to Rockland and to aid and
month
In March sales brought
support the many worthy projects
them only $1181. Sea scallops
THE $1,000,000 REWARD
of the Chamber.
brought SlljOOO as compared with
Further committees wil be an
The impulse which prompted Samuel Harden Church and
$3,279 last year There was a great
nounced.
his friends to post $1,000,000 for the kidnaping of Adolf Hitler
big drop in the production of shrimp
was an understandable one. Acting upon it was an incredible
with but 6803 pounds landed
stupidity. There is no possibility that the feat could be
achieved; in the meanwhile, the posting of the reward only
Drudgery is the gray angel of
provides the operators of the Nazi propaganda machine with
George Howard Blackington, 62.
magnificent material. The offer has a double advantage for
success.—William C. Gannett
of Rockport committed suicide this
them. It can be used by Goebbels’s inventive slaves to convict
Americans both of plotting a crime against the man whom
morning at 7.30 at his home by
Germans are daily taught to regard as semi-divine, and of
the discharge of a 22 calibre rifle
HOUSES
being profotffidly silly at the same time. Anything that can be
bullet through the roof of his
made
to look both foolish and criminal wUl hardly advance
TO BUY OR SELL
i mouth. Dr. J. O. Hutchins, county
the peace of the world.—Herald Tribune.
! medical examiner, pronounced the
I wish to art as Agent for per
sons wishing lo Buy or Sell case a suicide.
WORDS OF WISDOM
Mr. Blackington leaves his wife.
Houses. Cottages. Etc., or those
Rose (Auspland); and one daugh
State Senate President Sumner Sewall told Oxford County
wishing to Let or Hire the same.
ter, Gladys.
Legionnaires
Thursday that Americans should govern them
Active representation, quirk re
No reason is ascribed for the act.
selves so wisely and humanly that subversive influences would
sults. Telephone Rorkland. 23-W,
"wither and die within our land. The right of Americans to
WILLIAM ANDERSON
Freedom is not as abundant in
govern themselves should be preserved by a defense strong
West Meadow Road,
Rockland the world as it used to be or as lt
enough to subdue every offense from without as well as
54*56
ought to be —Sir John Simon
within." Nobody is better prepared to make that statement
than one who served as an ace tn the World War.

THREE CENTS A COPY
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Passing Of A Star
Death of Mme. Luisa
Tetrazzini Loses To the
World a Famous Figure

The Black Cat

The death of Mine. Luisa Tetraz
zini which occured in Milan, Italy,
April 28, at the age of 68 has
i brought sadness to a world of mu' sicians.
Famous as a coloratura soprano
cf the operatic stage, she was known
and loved by people of both con
tinents.
Death which occurred at 8 o'clock
was due to cerebral hemorrhage,
with bronchial complications. At
her bedside were her sister, Signora
Elvira Martucci and niece Elsa
Martuccl.
Mme. Luisa Tetrazzini, bom in
Florence, June 29, 1871, was the
youngest of four children, her I
father being a merchant. Luisa
studied at the Lisco Musicale in |

(By The Roving Reporter)

tlie way across the continent,
It's very refreshing to Inhale the
Florence, under Signor Cecherini,1 clear from California, there came delicious atmosphere these Spring
who at once saw the great possibili into this locality yesterday & mo mornings, but Henry Mulligan of
ties of his pupil
tor car which had not been equipped Springfield, Mass., will be a little
Then came her first appearance with number plates. The owner cautious about lt henceforth.
in 1895 at the Teatro Verdt, her'gave an explanation which satis- Thursday he drew a long deep
salary being $100 a month. It is fied the officials, and was allowed breath and inhaled a removable
morning the most welcome an
said she earned more than $5,000,- to proceed. He said that nobody bridge of false teeth. They become
nouncement that work is being re
000 in opera.
had held him up until he readied lodged ln his throat, but were re
sumed in the quarry operated by
Her first important engagement this section.
moved without difficulty.
John Meehan & Son.
was ’at the San Carlo Theatre ln
Operations start up Monday
Lisbon, where she sang the parts
Consider the war news commen
Henry B. Bird knows that lt was
morning, and according to the an
of "Marguerite," in Faust, "Rosina" Supt. Weston who drove the first tator. If he ls talking from any
nouncement made by Supt. Alfred
Europe he is
tn “The Barber of Seville" and [ trolley car Into Rockland, and he ls of the caP1,als
C. Hocking, employment will be
furnishing information that Ls
"Lucia".
in
a
position
to
know,
for
he
rode
given to 150 or 175 men.
After an engagement in Madrid, on that car with his father, Sidney rigidly censored. If he ls talking
New York City simply can't get
from New York, Chicago or Holly
Mme. Tetrazzini sang for seven suc M Bird.
•
along without those St. George pav
wood his “line” equally short on
cessive seasons in Russia, appearing
ing blocks.
actual war news. Better pin your
in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Warsaw
“Qullleotc," the Hollis home of
and Tiflis. Her artistic career was the late Kate Douglas Wlggln, and faith cn the news furnished by the
. .
. ... ,, „
, i Associated Press, United Press or
a success from the evening of her ,her sister,
Nora Archibald Smiith, ls
_
...
. .
__
..
,
'
other large press associations. And
debut in a small theatre in Florence to .
become a vacation school. This ,„„„„
„
...
even then you are getting news
Tom Sweeney, Retiring when she took the part of “Inez” in item which appeared in a. dally which finds one side denying al
LAfricaine. She later took Lon newspaper yesterday excited my
As Sea Scouts Skipper,
most everything the other said.
don and New York by storm.
Interest because of a visit I paid
Honored By the Crew
A woman of temperament, she to the author's home two years When you read the statements of
had a quality which endeared her ago. It was not supposed to be open Germany and the Allies agreeing
At a special meeting last night
to the public at large—an irrepres for inspection but a negro but you may rely upon them.
at Gen. Berry Square, Sea Scouts
sible sense of humor. Her first hus ler and a timely tip proved the open
went through their last meeting
Whenever there ls a drive for
with Tom Sweeney as their skip band, to whom she was devoted, sesame, and I saw a considerable Knox Hospital funds there is never
died many years ago. and she was portion of the famous mansion's
per.
lacking the unthinking skeptic who
The opening ceremonies were fol enstranged from her second hus Interior, as I had Madame Lillian wants to know “what they do with
Nordlca’s former home in Farm all the money?’’ It was my lot to
lowed by the program of the eve band.
Her first great international suc ington.
ning with Robert Smalley as an
be escorted through the Institution
nouncer. Scout Doug Cooper gave cess was ln 1907 when she was ac
TETRAZZINI—AND MEMORIES
the other day, and was amazed at
Lewiston (Journal:
Friendship the quantity of modern equipment
a humorous account of his trip to corded an ovation at Convent Oar
Luisa Tetrazzini, whose death occurred this week, was the
Boston. Dudley Harvey played two den. The following season she brags about a flounder weighing five which has been assembled there
one great woman singer of her time who did not appear at the
fine selections on his trumpet. came to New York and was en pounds, caught on hook and line. for the benefit of mankind. How
Eastern Maine Music Festival in Bangor. Fven so. her death
recalls memories of the Festival and of Bangor's golden era in
' When You Wish Upon A Star" and gaged for 15 performances, being Not many that size come to the many of you have seen that won
I "Darktown Strutters' Ball." Rev. ■ hailed as "The new Patti She was dinner table here ln Maine.
music. An era whose first soloist was Lillian Nordica, Maine's
AT R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
derful operating room, which would
own soprano, and whose last was Beniamino Gigli. And. in
! Fr. Kenyon, a member of the Sea with the Chicago Opera Co., during
do
credit to any city many times
the thirty years between these two appearances, the greatest
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8
What effect would the proposed Rockland's size. The other depart
Scout Committee present, gave an the seasons of 1913-14 her repertory
artists of the operatic and concert stage were heard in Ban
radio station at Camden have on ments are in keeping—but the story
extemporaneous talk compliment extending over at least 40 operas.
gor’s big, barn-like Auditorium. How many are still living?
The last public appearance of the the reception ln this vicinity? I am was long ago told in these columns
We asked iProf. Sprague that question; and, after a quick
ing the Skipper and troop on the
1 he concert will include:
glance through his old programs, he named the following as
I fine progress made in one year and famous singer was in 1938. when often asked this question, and would through the medium of Katherine
a fairly accurate list:
Boys’ Glee Club, Girls’ Glee Club, Band
advising as to the course to be ( she made a recording which was like to hear from Tibbetts, the McDonald's uncommonly fertile
Bemomlr.o Gigli, John McCormack. Sigrid Onegin. Rosa
followed
the coming year. This talk broadcast in the United States. At promoter.
pen—a story, or rather a series of
Junior Band, Orchestra, Junior Orchestra
Raisa, Mary Oarden, Oeraldine Farrar. Amelita Galli-Curci,
was
well
received by the Scouts that time, she was living in a villa,
stories widely copied In the nation's
Lillian Blauvelt, Frances Alda. Nina Morgana (then a wisp of a
To defray expenses to combined Eastern and Western Maine
How many old-fashioned mud- medical journals, and which won
girl at the beginning of her career; all of the others, when
in the spirit it was given. The en which she shared with youthful
Music Festival at Waterville
heard here, were ln their prime), Rosa Ponselle, Carmela
tertainment ended with the playing music students. These were not her scrapers left in Maine! Saco re the hearty approval of President
Ponselle. Louis Graveure, Louise Homer and Emilio de
of three tunes on the accordion by pupils, but her friends, over whom ports one house with two. The Lew William T. White and Supt, Ellen
TIME, 8.00 P. 5L
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
Gorgorza. A numerous and brilliant company—but how few in
Arthur Sullivan, “Mother, the she watched with tender solicitude, iston Journal asks the questlon.The Daly, who preside over the desti
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
comparison with those who came here and have passed to
Queen of My H<Art," “South of the while they studied with Maestro psesent generation probably won nies of tills very necessary Institu
the Beyond!
t
ders what a mud-scraper is, any tion.
Tetrazzini’s personality, we are told, was as colorful as
Border," and "The Letter Edged in Ettore Verna.
her voice. 8he loved to laugh as well as sing—to follow a
Luisa Franceschi, daughter of how. Well It's a small metal gadget
Black."
"pathway of roses.” And the age of which she was a part is
One year ago: Timothy E. McRefreshments were then tn or Mrs. R. W. Bickford of Beech street affixed to the side of the door
cherished in Bangor's happiest memories.—Bangor News.
who has been in Italy several years step, so that one can scrape the Namara. died, aged 72 years—The
der,
and
consisted
of
sandwiches
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
and lemonade furnished by the for advanced study was a close mud from the bottom of his shoes grand Jury reported four indictALL BUT THE SOLID SOUTH
BOB BURNS, DENNIS O’KEEFE
friend of Tetrazzini. With her hus before going into the house. It ments, three of which were against
Scouts.
band Signor Ettore Verna, she has has saved many a scolding from the State Prison inmates.—Norman
The
climax
of
the
evening
came
Redemption from Democracy is the greatest in the Mid
during the closing ceremonies when spent many hours at the diva's irate housekeeper. Now while the Winchcnbach, 86, died ln Waldo*
west and Great Lakes region, according to the nationwide
the skipper's flag was hauled down home, where they both received val (Lewiston Journal Is seeking en- J boro —George E. Wall, 82, died in
PLUS ADDED ATTRACTION
poll conducted by the American Institute of Public Opinion.
Ughtenment on that subject it might Willardham.—Fifty Lions attended
and
presented
to ex-Skipper uable help and encouragement.
North Dakota leads the list with 25 percent Republican gain,
well ask how many bootjacks are ' the zone meeting at the Friendship
Sweeney
who
In
turn
presented
it
L.
N.
and Wisconsin is second with 23 percent. Minnesota and
still in existence.
'Lobster Pot.
to the new skipper, Dr. Donald
Oregon follow next in order. The only States showing Demo
Leigh. Mr. Sweeney gave a short Sweeney, Mrs. Donald Leigh, Rob
cratic gains were those composing the Solid South.
talk which brought a lump in more ert Gregory, Robert Allen, Fr. Ken
has been with the company for sev
I than one boy's throat. Scout Guido yon, Richard Campbell, Capt. Hig
TODAY
eral years.
THE POPE'S CRITICISM
Flore presented a remembrance, a gins and Ivan Rackliff.
Among the guests who assembled
ROB BAKER in
Pope Pius XU blamed "excessive human covetousness and
Former Friendship
fine wallet, from the Scouts and
Scout Miles Sawyer was chair
for the event were Mr. and Mrs.
“RIDERS OF PASCO BASIN’
thirst for power" for the war raging ln Europe ln speaking at
Scout committee. Thus ended the man of the affair with Dick Spear
Couple Observe 25th An Frederic Almeda of Waltham, Mrs.
St. Peter's Thursday at the canonization of two saints. Mer.,
most Impressive meeting since the and Christy Adams composing the
niversary—Open House M. Kefales and daughter Miss Alice
Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon
blinded by these passions, have “repudiated the laws of God"
inception of the troop, saddened financial committee; Robert Smal
Buckley of Somerville, Mr. and Mrs.
ln loosing the horrors of war. he said This statement, which
Keeping open house April 24 at Fred Hamilton of Cambridge, Mrs.
more than a little by the loss, tem ley, entertainment; BUI Bicknell,
Children's Mat. Tuesday 4 P. M.
admirably stuns up the situation, will hit home—where?
porarily we hope, of Mr. Sweeney. refreshments.
their home in Waltham, Mass., Mr. Frank Roberts, Miss Dorothy Rob
Special guests were Mrs. Thomas
and Mrs. Moses E. Wallace, formerly erts and Howard Robots of Cam
bridge, Mrs. Edwin von Berger and
No government is ultimately
of Friendship and Kennebunk, cele
strong but in proportion to its kind brated the 2Sth anniversary of their Mr. and Mrs. Donald MacKillop of
Roxbury, Miss Louise Hallan and
ness and justice—Ruskin
wedding.
Albert O’Brien of Roslindale, Mr.
Mrs. Wallace Is the former Bessie and Mrs. Frank Kelley of Newton,
Yorke, daughter of the late Fred Mrs. Guy LaRosa, Mrs. Lloyd Calll
and Viola (Poland) Yorke. of Bos and Mrs. Lloyd Calll, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. John Walsh and daughter
ton ahd Kennebunk. Mr. Wallace
Anne of Waltham, Mrs. John Field
Is a former Friendship boy, son of
of Swampscott and Port Clyde, Ar
the late Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Wal
thur R. Wallace of Somerville and
PATTERNS FOR EVERY ROOM
lace (Elizabeth Geyer).
Thomas MacCarthy of Waltham.
15c TO 25c PAPERS
Many friends ealled on the couple
6.00x16,
$6.95 during the day, while in the eve The couple received many beau
tiful gifts of silver, money, linen,
—AT—
5.50x17,
$6.75 ning a large group gathered for a furniture, and also telegrams of con
reunion. Refreshments were dis
gratulation.
Limited Stock At These Prices
pensed during the day and at 11
ROCKLAND, MAINE—IS OFFERING
p. m, an attractive supper was
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
served.
Mr. Wallace is foreman of truck If I had my life to live again I
WINTER ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
r. aintenancc of the Greater Boston would have made a rule to read some
TEL. 889
poetry and listen to eome music at
SMALL LOBSTERS, 6 (or $1.00
garages of the H. P. Hood Co. and least once a week. The lose of these

Rockport Suicide

Given Fine Sendoff

CONCERT

OF MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS

“ALIAS THE DEACON”

HENRY ARMSTRONG-PAUL JUNIOR
FIGHT PICTURES

Silver Wedding

WALLPAPER & PAINT SALE
5,000 ROLLS PAPER

Attention!

LOBSTERS ARE CHEAPER

12V

Baer Bros. Paint 2.19 gal. at 1.95 gal.
Baer Bros. Paint 3.00 gal. at 2.69 gal.
Sunrise Paint, all colors
1.39 gal.
Mill End Paint
1.39gal.
4 Hour Varnish
1.59gal.

SPECIAL!
Firestone Convoy
TIRES

SIM’S LOBSTER SHOP
IN SNOW’S SHIPYARD

Fireproof Garage Co.

LIVE LOBSTERS

MEDIUM LOBSTERS, 5 for 95c
FRESHLY BOILED LOBSTERS, without daw,,
6 for 95c
FANCY SELECT LOBSTERS
AT SLIGHTLY HIGHER PRICES

EDWARD O’B. GONIA

Why not treat yourself and your friends to this great delicacy
while they are reasonable. These arc all freshly caught deep
sea lobsters.

467 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
WALL PAPER, PAINT, GIFTS AND NOVELTIES
INTERIOR DECORATING

Sim’s Restaurant is also featuring Lobsters, served any
style, at prices the ordinary person can afford to pay.

COR. PARK & MAIN STS.,

TEL 711

tastes la a loss of happluess.-Charl«i
Darwin
IN ETERNUM, DOMINK

DOG OWNERS’ NOTICE

Thia woman's soul and mine are one;
I One spirit, one career;
| Not only till the days are done
Of our communion here;

But after, though we singly bravo
The passage perilous.
That small seclusion of the grave
I Has room for both of us.
I One nuty go first, and one remain
To hall a second call;
! But nothing now can make us twain.
Whatever may befall;

A warrant has been issued in accordance
with the State Law, to Charles E. Worcester,

Constable, to kill all unlicensed dogs.

A. D. FISH,
City Marshal.
54

For we have long since passed the
bounds
Of Self, of Time, of Space,
And felt the freedom that surrounda
Love's Qnal dwelling place.
.-Arthur Munhy

EveryT)ther-Day
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Congress, will work for the pass THAT FIEND, THE EMPLOYER
("The trouble is that no one in
age qf a law that will provide, that
the
country gives a thought to the
not
one
American
Soldier
boy
shall
-TIMES-A-WEKM
The Old Timers won from the
leave the shores of the US A. for 5.030.000 employers. We are pick
Thomaston team at the Community
And let us not be weary in well
war in the Old World until a ma ing on them, abusing them, and
By the Pupils
Alleys recently, by 52 pins. Charles
doing: for in due season we shall
jority of the citizens and voters of snooping on them. Yet the only
Lawry, rolling his first game in six
reap, if we faint not.—Gal. 6: 9.
place anybody can get a real job
our land so decree.
years, was high total, and Young
of this school in the Music Festival of Thomaston had the high single,;
"10. Our Nation is suffering from 1s from a private employer.”—Chair
in Waterville.*-Robert Brown
the most serious economic Ills It man O’Connor of the House Rules
114. Tlie rubber match will be rolled !
on the neutral Camden Y alleys'
Committee.)
has ever encountered.
The appended communication
The sixth period Explorers' Club Tuesday night. The scores:
Want stalks up, down and over Never mind the vile employer—
Pick away until he s groggy.
Which appeared in Thursday's Press
Ls the second one this year to have Old Timers
our country in the midst of plenty. Never give the guy a break;
Herald over the signature of Win. D.
your dear old coun try's sake I
all of its offices filled by qualified Benner.
101 97 82 91 82—453
Idle workers, idle factories and For
Criticize his every motive.
Young, Portland, is here republished
abuse upon his brow
members of club. They are Keep P Rlchrsn, 84 90 95 96 81-449
Idle money are ashamed and un Heap
Maybe once the boy was human.
by request.
er of the Astrolabe, Arthur Scho Miller,
81 8G 95 84 AK-426
willing witnesses, who for years But he's just a reptile now!
Can the black page in Maine His
field; Keeper of the Ephemeris, R Richrsn. 90 92 93 89 85—449
have been reminding us of our In Keep on picking he ran Hake It—
tory be made white again, or are we
Never say a klndfy word;
Betty Munro; Keeper of the Watch. Lawry,
87 86 109 111 91—484
humanity to man.
Any hint that he Is hornless
to stand idly by and be sold down
quite funny and absurd.
|, Arthur Sullivan; 1st Skipper. Myron
Social Security seems to have Is
Othi r folks may have some virtues.
river by the ignormlnious politicians
■ I Cummings; 2d skipper, Dorothy
443 451 474 471 419-2261
fallen far short of taking care of1 But the business man has none;’
whose only desire is to specifically
' Peterson;
3d Skipper, Charles Thomaston
the situation In the Nation.
I it is lots of good clean fun!
headline their activities during the
' Huntley; 4th Skipper. Jane Pack- Lvnch,
82 «4 74 89—412
83
Old
Age
Assistance,
one'
of
the
it is stylish to abuse him
process of nomination and re-elec
The annual Spring Concert willard: 5th
Carl Ro*ers and Elliot.
finest provisions ever made for the j
P2 90 81 96 99—458
tion to public office?
6th Skipper. Barbara Lassell. The Grafton,
88 67 88 89 113—465
aged in Maine, takes care of about i
It Is remarkable that many are, be given by all the musical organiHe alone can give employment
club
to
first
accomplish
this
achieve

85 87 81 95 -81-429
Felt.
one-half of the deserving old people. And speed up prosperity.
now forcefully coming oitt and cry- j zatlons of this school next WedBut the fashion U to bar him
80
—
445
85
ment
was
the
third
period
group.
84
82 114
Young,
When local administrators take From
the allghtest sympathy
lng for a complete renovation of the nesday evening, under the direction
Barbara
Lassell,
Betty
Munro.
charge in some Commonwealths, Tlie professor and tlie doctor Republican party. If the history of of Mrs. Esther S. Rogers, in the
430
460
418
439
442
2209
Dorothy Peterson, Joseph Anastasio
some deserving petitioners are ig The mechanic and the clerk—
Maine politics is correct, many of auditorium, at 8 p. m. The Girls’
They are flawless and high-minded—
1
and Arthur Schofield represented
Not a duty do they shirk;
nored, while others are favored.
those seeking re-election at this time Glee Club, led by Mrs. Rogers, will
But that low employer person—
Our present National economic What a low and wicked type'
have been instrumental in framing sing Dream of Summer, ’ "I Heard *ls «rouP In the semi-finals of the ( Y P c. v. CONVENTION
comment In his favor
A lively discussion on tlie sub
dilemma demands the enactment of Any
new laws in the past few years which A Forest Praying. ' and "June Rhap-1 sophomore prize speaking contest Is quite obviously tripe
sody'
;
the
Boys'
Glee
Club,
direc,
Charles
Huntley,
the "General Welfare Act ’ now i
ject of the coming State conven
have not by any means been over
Zra
- ___
tion of Y.P.C.U. Unions at Auburn i
pending in Tlie Congress, that pro- Never think he has a aoul;
whelmingly received by the taxpay ted bv Mr. McCarty, will sing ' Olaf j
Only men who smear and hoot him
the
Viking,"
"Dedication."
and
"I
AfU>r
makin
«
a
A'e-point
outline
followed the regular program and j
{vides for National recovery by rais Shine upon the honor roll;
ers. Why now. if for no other rea
him early In the morning,
sons than heretofore mentioned, do Got Shoes ; band will play "Over for a brief "sales uUt’'in beginner s devotionals at Sunday evenings
ing revenue and retiring citizens Hunt
Dog hLs footsteps all the day;
past 60 years Of age from gainful You will know him when you see him—
these gentlemen double up with the the Goal." "Gvpsv Festival Over-1 t>I*»Tlting Tuesday, talks were glv- meeting of the Y.P.C.U. Four vot-:
He has cloven hoof, they say.
bellyache and condemn the chaotic ture," and "Valse Caprice ' and the!en bX Robert Brown, Virginia Bow- ing delegates will be chosen and as
employment and provide for the Oh. the rattlesnake has good points.
conditions which they themselves orchestra will render "Festival ley, and Janet Shannon on buying many others may attend as would i
J general welfare of all the people of And the white shark Isn't bud
Even polecats have their virtues.
have helped to exist.
the United States, and for other As have buzzards, too, my lad;
March." "Bridal Rose Overture," activity tickets, Edith Rich on sup like to. An incomplete list of those
But employers! Why. they've nothing!
It would be well for the Repub and "Benjamin Franklin March” porting soft ball games. Dorothy planning to go for the complete
purposes, such as the retirement of They
re the lowes! of the low.
Kennedy and James Jordan on sup convention is as follows: Ruth Ben
licans In Maine to refrain from un both directed by Oeorge Law.
the National debt, and do all this As must be apparent, dearies,
If
you
own a radio!
fair criticism directed to the ad
ner. Alfred Benner, Richard Spear.
on a pay as you go basis.
The Junior Band and Junior Or- porting the team at track meets.
— iH. I Phillips In the New York 6un
ministrative head when facts are chestra, which have recently been
Robert Smalley. Robert Nash. Guido
In the 76th Congress, this bill Is
Oliver Hamlin has been stenogra- Flore, Alice Bohn, Winola Cooper
becoming known from day to day or({anized by Mr
wiu maltf
known as H R 8264 and was In NORTHPORT
that conditions unbecoming :o the i
appearancp Ule formw,Pher in the office thLs week, and and Milton Robarts. Several others
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Pingree, for
Hon. H. C. Buzzcll on Saturday State and Nation have suffered in troduced In the House of Repre
character of the rock-ribbed State pla>ing Beginners March' and'Barbara Murray has assisted with are planning to go for one or two
sentatives Feb. 1, 1940 by Hon. merly of Paris, France arrived
April
13.
Informed
the
Associated
the
last
few
years
almost
beyond
of Maine, have been going on ever
Vusic„ and (he
the clerical wc’k. Office boys were days. After the discussion, har
Joseph 'R. Hendricks of Florida, j Thursday at their summer home,
since the birth of the so-called ad- I* ..Noclurnal“. the combined John Wlle>'- Richard Simmons, mony was apparent once more as Press that he would be a Republican description.
copies of which were sent to me by , Belvedere. Due to the unsettled
Candidate
for
Congress
in
the
SecSeen
and
unseen
taxes
have
been
minlstratlve code act In 1931. Why, jJunior
Junior
Oeorge Simmons. Benedict Dowling, members indulged in hot dogs and
Hon. Clyde H. Smith and bear his ‘ situation in Europe they remained
if the present lot of representatives
Osmond Woodman. William Rokes. soda. Richard Campbell of Hallo ond Maine DLstrlct, in the June mounting higher and higher and in ' endorsement.
j In the United States the past win, ,
, I will render "Pansy Waltz'.
Primaries,
and
that
he
would
later
many
instances
have
amounted
to
seeking re-election are so alert and i _
.
__ ,be given the Linwood Young, and Oeorge Bod well. John A. Perry, and Hazel Bohn
These selections
wlU
It
has
been
my
pleasure
to
study
’ ter spending the early part of tlie
announce hts platform. Mr. Buz- confiscation.
progressive, they have admitted fail
of Rockland were special guests at
following Saturday, May 11, by man.
Lien
claims
in
our
own
State
have
thls
piece
of
Legislation
carefully.
I
season In Florida and recently In
zell today addressed the following
ure so miserably In their duties as
this meeting.
it plays no favorites ,and meets all New York City.
these musical units when they at
statement
to
the
Electorate
of
tlie
been
working
havoc,
many
farmers
lawmakers to now discover the fact
Essays for the Gregory Contest
tend the Annual Combined Eastern
Miss Elsie Fairbrothir is confined
feel like calling them, ’Lion' Claims conditions with it's provisions, and
that there is and there has been for
on
" Peace for a Nation Great and can Women,” Barbara Lassell; “A Second Maine District
and Western Maine Music School
"To the Citizens and voters of for they are devouring them alive, solves the problems of old-age se to her home by illness.
a long time, “something rotten in
Strong.'
are
being
submitted
by
All these sturdy people represent- curity.
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Oxton and
Denmark?" As a matter of record, Festival at Waterville, where al the pupils, and will soon be in the Willing Worker,” Margaret Haven the Second Congressional District
er:
"Mary
Stuart,"
Dorothy
Peter

ready
5200
students
have
registered
I believe it will open up the high Mr and Mrs. Lewis Mathews spent
of
Maine":
ing
the
back
bon^*of
our
Nation
ask
activities were uncovered In the
hands of the judges.
son; "The Crimson Rambler." Miri
Divine Providence has decreed a i for. is an even break with other ways and byways to normal indus a day recently In Waterville as
State House some few years ago for this event. Tickets are now on
• • • •
sale
for
this
concert,
the
proceeds
am Dorman. Those who qualified evere loss to our State and Nation | vocations."
trial conditions, thereby taking care guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
which carried the unmistakably
Ernest Dondis earned a rank of
of
labor.
Loubier.
stench of fish to the tune of some of which will be used to defray ex 100 in the 8th block test taken this for the finaLs to be held May 13 ,n thf lintllnejy death of Hon. Clyde
“6. Many industrial plants are
Our Agriculturists once more can
$90,000. By clever manipulation by penses of going to Waterville. Very' week in Mr. Smith's sophomore at 730 p. m. are Walter Butler, Er- H Smith shut down, others working part
Alton Andrews is seriously ill at
nest Dondis, Harrison Dow, Dondispose of their products
the Democrats a strong solution of favorable ratings have always been English class.
The common people have lost a j time.
the Waldo County General Hospi
aid Fogg. Joseph Anastasio. Vivian I gpnulne frifnd ,hf sta,e a faltWul
About 6000.000000 graduates from tal.
• • • •
delouslng process was quickly ad received by this school at the festi
Laborers are idle
vals.
but
it
will
be
necessary
to
ministered to kill the fish smell, and
An outstanding assembly program Falla. Dorothy Trask, Nancy M®*-j representatlve. and the Nation
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Ramsey have
Isn't it possible for ____
more of _
us preparatory schools and colleges.
soon all was forgotten, only to be have the concert well attended Wed- was given by Miss Hughes' room ard, Barbara Lamb, and Dorothy tireless worker in the cause of right J to understand and believe that It who are now out of work' or work-' returned home from Florida where
revived again by another admini nesday in order to make the trip, Wedne6day morning, with Charles Peterson—Ernest Dondis
and of humanity.
ls the 'day's work" that amounts i ing in some instances for mere sus- they spent part of the winter.
financial!;
possible
—
Peggy
Havener
pmibrook
announcing.
These
numstration.
Mrs. Delmar Hinckley and infant
I None can but say that he died I to. and in fact Is. the medium of (tenance. once more will take heart.
' and gain a new lease on life.
Rockland s baseball team took unfalteringly in the harness of re-' exchange, rather than the dollar,
We take especial interest in two
daughter Janette of Phillips are
* • * •
bers were presented: Poem "May.j Labor only desires a fair division
candidates in the field for governor
I am an advocate and supporter (visiting at the home of. her parents
Junior shorthand awards have time," Lilia Johnson; piano solo, over Waldoboro. 11-3. Monday aft- (SponsibiUty.
of the ''General Welfare Act" and Mr. and Mrs Harvard Salisbury.
who have by some mysterious mani been made this week by Mrs. Rob- Shirley Eaton; recitation. "When ernoon at Community Park in
“It has been my pleasure to know of the profits from honest effort,
festations suddenly taken an un inson to Jeanette Saunders, Edwin ; Vacation Comes,” Robert Dow, Wli Rocklands first game of the season. llim intimately, and enjoy his
It Ls entitled to it, and it Is our WiU vot* for U ln Con*re's »» a00l‘
usual amount of interest in the wel Tyler and Joseph Pietroski for 60 , liam McLellan. Dale Lindsey; sketch in a seven-inning game:
| friendship for many years."
bounden dijfy to see that it gets as I have the opportunity.
Out of the lowest depths there ls
fare of the Maine people; however words a minute. Senior awards "Oh, Sally," Mary Nystrom. Vir Rockland.
Citizens and voters of the Sec- a path to the loftiest heights.—
'1 4 4 2 0 0 0 11 i “it i$ my ambition to succeed liitn : what is honestly due.
these gentlemen, do not teem to went to Oliver Hamlin for 120 words, glnla McCaslin. Patricia Adams; Waldoboro, 0 1 0 2 0 0 9— 3 in congress for the next regular 1
Carlyle
Labor should have the right to onddistrict, ifmy platform above
have taken the same amount of en and to Pearl Leonard for 100 words. exercise. "Wild Flowers," Virginia
Batteries: Drake. Newcomb.Allen 1 (erm and to carry on the good work organize in genuine trade or labor meets
J0Ur#PProvaL
atw' m>'
thusiasm in regard to Investing their
McCaslin. Patricia Adams. Lorraine and Bodman; Palmer. R. Wink and that he has been doing.”
1 organizations and bargain collec- statements expressed in this decdollars and cents in Maine indus
Steele.
*‘I desire at this time to make a tively through representatives of laration are ln your judgment in
Principal Blaisdell attended the Iott, Muriel Oliver. Betty Kennison,
tries so that Maine people can earn
the best interests of the greatest
clear cut, concise statement express their own selection.
Ruth
Payson,
Della
Morrison.
Edith
WATER PIPES RENEWED
an honarable living. It has been Conference of Secondary School Klatskln, Agnes Johnson; piano
Rockland High's Junior Varsity ing my views and stand on some of
number, It will be a very great plea-,
Arbitration
proceedings
of
a
pubAND WIRED OUT
reliably reported that one of these Principals in Augusta yesterday.
solo. Aimee Karl; play, "The News,” went to Warren Wednesday to take the most vital issues confronting I lie nature should be resorted to be- sure to receive your support in the
NEW SEWERS LAID
gentlemen has large financial hold- i
....
on
Warren
High's
baseball
team
and
Primaries
June
17th
and
I
pledge
I
Julius McCaslin, Jack Galiano. A1
the people of our State and Nation.” ; fore recourse either to strikes b^,
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
lngs In one of the leading airline i James Jordan and Robert Brown
PLUGGED
ton La Chance. Faith Long. Betty came out on tlie wrong end of a 4
“1. For more than 83 years the!employes or to lock-out by employ- to carry on the loyal service of J
companies, while the other, rather jeft
morning for Bowdoln
Maine's most mourned public ser- [ SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
O'Brien, Florence Knight, Horatio to 9 score. The players were Ross- Republtean Party has been ln exts-) ers
AND CEMENT WORK
than to re-establish Maine industry, J coj]ege where they are spending
and while not always ln power I "7 Industries of Marne and the vant. the Hon. Clyde H. Smith."
Knight; song. Ernest Munro; sketch nagel, B. Kalloch, D. Kalloch, Jack
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
invests huge sums of money in for the weekend as guests of fraterni
Dated at Belfast, Me., May 1st.'
going to be called upon | Nation should not be compelled to
"A Slight Mistake," Lorraine Iott, Smith, E. Sullivan. D. Mazzeo, a.. lt ls
eign paper and pulp mills while our ties. This time, known as Subgtate. and lead compete with the products of for A D 1940
Alton La Chance; harmonica selec Barnard, P. Margeson, D, Cum- (0 Jnan tlw sblp
own mills are lying idle.
mings and J. Storer. Storer played us out the wilderness pi. to be
fresman weekend is a chance given
Sincerely yours with best wishes. I TEL. 1M7-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
eign seas. soil, and manufactures.
The time has come for the young by the College for those planning tion, Osmond Palmer; play, "Old a fine game at the plate and Smith charttabte T
g(xxl mtenMathematics,
”
Walter
McAuliffe.
H. C. Buzzell
No International trade agreeer Republicans In Maine to take to enter to see it in action.
did a good Job of pitching along tions
Edith
Klatskln,
Virginia
McCaslin,
I
ments
should
be
made
and
entered
the bull by the horns and eliminate
rfa, Rt,pubik.ans and in.
• • » «
Florence Knight, Agnes Johnson, with Rozsnagel and Kalloch. High- 1 „2
Into by the Executive Department of
the Frank Merriwells, Flash Gor
lights of the game were Sullivan's depend<,nt vote„ of
Malne and
Due to the fact that I neglected Faith Long, Betty O'Brien, Aimee
the Federal Government without
dons, etc., from Maine politics. Self
fine catch of a fly In Centerfield the Nation are not all carried away
Karl.
Leslie
Nelson:
music,
Shelby
to
distinguish
between
Allston
the Approval of The Congress.
made heroes with World War
also his fine throw to third; how
"8 The “American Dream" of
records miles long has been the'Smith and Rev. Frederick Smith, It Glendennlng; sketch, "No Sale, ever, fielding errors were Rock with the Old Deal, and the New
Deal, to their minds, has been simp our forefathers must not be lost to
topic of conversation in Maine j was announced in Saturday's Cou- Vance Norton, Charles Philbrook;
land's downfall.—Arthur Brewer.
ly another unjustifiable and expen our sight.
dialogue, Muriel Oliver, Ernest
clrcles for the past six months. The
lbe
• • • •
sive experiment, but they are clamMunro. Accompanists were Chris
gave
the
scholarship
won
by
Miss
Those early principles of fairTlie Home Economics Club will
American boys who gave their lives
tine Newhall and Albert Havener. observe Mother s Day. May 10 with boring. many millions strong for a I ness. freedom, and Justice, that they
Ruth
Seabury.
This
ls
incorrect,
as
also should receive some amount
Stage managers were Horatio the mothers as guests. The fol .Square Deal, commanded by men sought, and for which they fought,
of credit for having made the world the prize was given by Emerson
Knight and Dale Lindsey. Several lowing committees have been and women of vision who know we should Mill prove to be a great
College.
—
Robert
Brown
safe for democracy. I do not think
• • • •
visitors were present.
chosen: Marion Harrington, Lena can not lift ourselves by our own National tonic."
as one would be led to believe that
• •* •
”9. I advocate an American Na
Tlie assembly Tuesday morning
Cuccinello, hostesses; display. Betty bootstraps."
any one man could have accom
Robert Call, '39, has accepted a Payson, Maxine Cheyne; favors,
"3. Our National debt at the end tional policy that Will Keep Us Out
was
of
a
type
that
is
probably
en

plished such a job as he's been
This is your chance to re-cover your floors for a
position In the office of the Ma- Vera Payson, Eloise Law; refresh of President Coolidge's administra of War.
made to appear. Thousands of our joyed more than almost any other
tlnicus Lobster Company.
tion was about $16,000,000,000 and
(at
An
adequate
preparedness
Is
kind,
it
consisted
of
musical
selec

ments,
Betty
Clough,
Barbara
very small amount. All first quality; no seconds.
boys are still lying on hospital cots
• • • •
Wood; entertainment, Margaret now, after about eight years of ex always a safeguard of peace.
permanently crippled, disabled by tions and readings |given by the
The softball team has been chosen
We also have a large line of Rugs of all kinds and
perimentation with New Deal
<bt The Dies Committee in Wash
honorable service and many are students. We have some fine talent by Miss Lawry: Catcher, Elizabeth Havener, Ruth Wotton; clean up,
theories, most ot them exploded and ington is trying to satisfy uv that'
Beatrice
Philbrook,
Veronia
Murphy
appearing
in
these
programs
that
sizes. 9x12 Felt Base Rugs as low as $4.95
without decorations.
Breene; pitcher. Doris Weymouth;
broken promises; we find ourselves It is high time to better safeguard
Frederick G. Payne, three times might not otherwise get the recog 1st baseman, Jerry Norton; 2d base- —Lucille Connon.
staggering
under
a
National
debt
of
the United States of America.
Mayor of Augusta, is the only can nition it deserves. The program: man, Pearl Smith; 3d baseman, Ar
Members of Senior classes in over $40,000,000,000 that is increas
Turn in your old furniture for new
<c) There are certain issues that
didate for governor thus far who Chairman, Mary Wotton; Scripture, lene Hill; right shortstop, Edith
ing at the rate of <300,000,000 per should be calmly considered and
Problems
of
Democracy
have
has proven beyond a reasonablej Ruth Seabury; piano solo, Edith Rich; left shotstop, Marian Har
'1
doubt that he is for the people of (Clark; a reading, “Betty at the rington; left fielder, Virginia Bar- passed in their projects, including month, and well we might ask, what decided in the hearts and homes of |
have we to show for it by the way our people.
especially
good
notebooks
and
re

Maine. He has caused thousands j Baseball Game,” by Mary Perry; low; center fielder, Lucille Sweeney;
ports. to Miss deRochbmont; Jessie of assets?”
Participation in foreign war Is
Saxophone
and
clarionet
duets,
of people to be returned to perman
283 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.' TEL 1154
right fielder, Edith Douglas. Tlie t Olds, Robert Brown. William Bick
"4. Old fashioned economies in one of them.
ent employment with his willing "Careless.’’ "Johnson Rag.” "Lilacs game which was to have been
nell,
Nathalie
Edwards.
Evelyn
Government
have
been
lost
ln
the
5t-lt
I advocate, and when elected to
ness to co-operate and bling pros In The Rain," and “In the Mood,” played with Belfast this week was
Bartlett, Pearl Leonard, Laura shuffle of presant day Economics.
by
Eddie
Jones
and
Charlie
Libby;
perity back to Maine. HLs quiet un
postponed until next Thursday. Pomeroy, Virginia Accardi, Sylvia One of the present day questions of
assuming. honest attitude lias won a vocal duct, "In An Old Dutch Evelyn Seavey ls manager of the
Hayes, Charles Libby, Edna Gam many of our people is. are we to
for him thousands of friends who Garden," by Beverly and Peggy Ha team.—Charlotte Gilchrist
age, Barbara Bodman. Daniel Mun remain in the spirit of our fore
have given their honest endeavors vener; guitar and harmonica duets,
• • • •
ro, Dorothy Kalloch, Victoria Anas- fathers, a land of magnificent
"I
Was
Seeing
Nellie
Home
”
and
to assist him in his campaign. He
Semi-finals for the Sophomore tasio, Barbara Bartlett, Helvi Lait- (promise, or merely a land burdened
has been grossly abused by such "Beer Barrel Polka," by Everett Prize Speaking Contest were held inen, Barbara Murray, Patricia with promises?”
accusation as being controlled by Clancy and Oliver Hamlin; trumpet Wednesday and Thursday -with Alien, and Marilyn Ramsdell.
I "5. Tlie Agriculturists of our
Cb* JX
# "j.
*•
cliques, rings and whatnot, which solos, "Boy Meets Horn" and "Dark Mrs. Topping, Mr. Whiting and Miss
is far from the truth if the people Town Strutters Ball,'' by Dudley Nichols as judges: “The Monster
—ON—
will avail themselves of the oppor Harvey; and an accordion solo, in the Public Square," William Hop
tunity to investigate his past ac- j “Lady of Spain" by Norma Phil- kins; "Scratch, the Newsboy's Dog,"
tlvlties. There is an unmistakable I brick. Danny Patt and Dorothy Perley Bartlett; "Soldier of the
difference whether or not one buys I Havener furnished the accompanl- Empire,” Walter Butler; "The Su
honorary recognition or honestly! ment. In his announcements, Mr. preme Menace", Ernest Dondis;
earns such recognition with the Blaisdell reminded us of the Musi- "Afraid of the Dark," Harrison
help of trusted friends who believe Iea' Concert to be held next week Dow; "Tlie Button,” Donald Fogg;
r ■
*
' * *,
* X * f ■*
NEVER BEFORE COST SO LITTLE
in self made administrative abilities. It0 rais“ money f°r the participation "The Man Who Had No Eyes," Rus
' •
*J’ /
(•*?.
‘\
i ’
sell Smith; "Builders of Destiny,"
The
Paramount
Restaurant
will
Close
at
Midnight
SEE OR CALL ME NOW
Arthur Schofield; "Jimmy Jones
Studies Geography," Joseph Anas
Sunday, May 5, for Complete Remodelling
tasio; "A Little King Finds Peace,’
Dorothy Baum; "The Soul of a
We Give a 90 DAY WRITTEN GUARANTEE
Violin," Virginia Bowley; "Home
On All Used Cars We Sell
Talent Rehearsal," Vivian Falla
TEL. 556-R
"Bobby Shaftoe," Dorothy Trask;
Of the New Paramount Restaurant
V
(All Forma)
“That We Might Be Saved," Nancy
Will Probably Take Place May 10
Howard; "Ashes of Roses," Barbara
425 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
632 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 466-W,
WILLYS SALES AND SERVICE
Lamb; "The Wedding of Miss Bray,"
53-54
44Th&S54
Betty Munro; "Challenge to Ameri-
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He Favors Payne

With The Bowlers

I

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

SPECIAL!

2500 Square Yards of
FELT BASE FLOOR COVERING
at 39c per square yard

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

save40%-35%=40%-35%save

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
CL05ES FOR REMODELLING

USED CARS

GRAND OPENING

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

V

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

LIABILITY and PROPERTY DAMAGE

FRANK A. WHEELER

INSURANCE
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

The firemen's ball. May 17, with
Danny Patt’s orchestra is being
looked forward to as one of the sea
son’s interesting events.
I

------------

St. George Alumni
Association Formed and
June Banquet Planned—
School History

“Steamboat Bill”
Unique Magazine Now
Available About Steam
boats and Steamboat Men

Disposes Of Rumors
Mayor Payne Has No
Central Maine Hookup—
Trained Accountant

Fighting Infantile

(H U R(H EM

Funds totalling $9202 have been
raised in Maine for the “Fight In
fantile Paralysis" campaign, Mayor
Pau) A. Dundas, State chairman of
the Committee for the Celebration
of the President's Birthday for Ui«
National Foundation for Infantiln
Paralysis, Inc., announced . With
expanses deducted $4112 will be
retained for work in Maine and
$3024 will be forwarded to the Na
tional Committee.
These amounts. Mayor Dundas
said, do not include proceeds from
the hundreds of birthday cards
which were sent direct to Washing
ton, 50 percent of which will be
returned to the various Maine coun
ties.
Knox County raised $346, Lincoln
County $37. Hancock County,
$306. Waldo County was not re
ported.

Maine National Guard units will
participate in the big army ma
Denial that his candidacy was j
Tlie desire of many graduates of
Believe it or not "Steamboat Bill''
May 5—Band and vocal concert at neuver program in northern New
will be lyad In all churches of
the St. George High School for the ls the name of a magazine, one that in any way connected with or flCommunity Building Knox Hospital York State next August.
SERMONETTE
I Christi, Scientist, throughout Hie
Auxiliary and Rockland Band.
formation of an Alumni Association met with the unqualified and en tuyiced by the Central Maine Power j
May 7—Ladles Auxiliary of Knox Hos
1 world, May 5. The Golden Text is:
pital holds last meeting of season.
led members representing 16 gradu
Rain. Snow or Hail
The
newly-elected
Republican
May 7—Waldoboro Legion minstrel
Company was made by Mayor Fred"The way of the Lord Is strength
thusiastic
approval
of
the
Steamshow at Clark's hall.
How familiar these are to to the upright; but destruction shall
County Committee meets at the ating classes to meet at the High
Mav 7 - Superior Court convenes.
School building recently to make I boat Editor of The Courier-Gazette, click G. Payne ot Augusta, candiMaine residents, commonplace; be to tlie workers of iniquity"
May 7 (Golf)—Rockland High at Court House next Tuesday night for
date for the Republican nomination
Bath
«
plans for forming such an organi
yet Calvin Fraser ln a recent (Proverbs 10:29). Tlie citations from
May 9 (Golf ( Morse High at Rock the purpose of organization.
as Governor, in a speech before the
zation.
Maurice Simmons was
land
article states "The great meteor the Biible include the following
Lincoln Club In the Portland Club
May 10—Warren—6enlor class play.
elected
temporary
chairman
and
ologist Prof. Wilhelm Meinardus passages: “The righteousness of
"Dorman's open Wednesday'' tells
"She Stoops to Conquer" at Town hall.
Thursday night.
May 11—Llmerock Valley Pomona
Mabelle Rose, temporary secretary
estimates that 16.000.000 tons of the perfect shall direct his way;
Grange meets with Owls Head Grange. a pleasant story, for it means that
Speaking in reply to what he
A
committee
consisting
of
Calvin
May 12 Mothers Day.
wafer, in one of the above forms,
the delicious ices may be obtained
but the wicked shall Jail by his
termed "certain statements made
May 13 Women s Community League
Smith, Evelyn Hunnewell, Blanche
falls from the sky every second own wickedness. Though hand join
bowling banquet at Rendezvous at 8 30 on May 8 at the big white house on
by some who perhaps have become
May 13—Special Primary Election ln New County Road, opposite Knox Simmons with the two above men
of the day and night. Yet the in hand the wicked shall not be un
the Second Maine District
overheated by campaigning." Payne
tioned officers, was elected to draw
May 14 Knox Pomona meets with Trotting Park.
ocean gets no fuller; the land, punished; but the seed of the
added that he was "under no obliga
Hope Grange.
up a set of by-laws.
as a whole, no damper, and the righteous shall be delivered' (Prov
May 17—-Rockland Fire Department
tion to nor under the control of any
Ball at Community Building
These
by-laws
were
accepted
at
air
gets no drier, since precipita erbs 11:5, 21).
Charlie
Roscoe
who
fell
eight
feet
May 21—Waldotoro Lincoln County
corporation, person or groups of
Union of Women's Clubs meets at from a ladder while undertaking to a well attended meeting April 30
tion Is exactly balanced by evap
• • • •
any kind.”
Methodist Church.
these officers were elected: Presi
oration. There Is a continual In
May 24—Camden—Doris Heald dance liberate his favorite pussy cat from
"I
hope
that
this
public
avowal,"
“
The
Man
of
tlie Hour" is to be
recital ln Opera House.
terchange of water between the
the top of an apple tree ln Union, dent, Maurice Simmons, 1929; vice
May 25—Legion Poppy Day.
he said, “will dispose of, for all time,
tlie sermon topic of Rev. Charles A.
president,
Jessie
Mills
Harris,
1921;
Passing through the narrow alleyJune 3—Special Congressional elec- was discharged from Knox Hospital
earth and Its atmosphere."
any rumor, insinuation or report to
Marstaller at tlie Littlefield Memo
tion ln the Second Maine District
way alongside the Peoples Laundry,
The open park in front of my
Thursday. The departure of the secretary, Mabelle Andrews Rose,
June 17—Primary Election
the contrary."
rial Baptist Church Sunday at 10.30. a motor truck struck one of the
June 24- ^Republican National Con
cottage contains about one acre.
curly haired youngster with the en 1610; treasurer, Aune Matson Bragventlon In Philadelphia.
In presenting a concise picture of
There will be a special selection by open windows which struck one of
don,
1529;
directors,
Henry
K.
Al

When an inch of rain falls 113
ticing smile has left a sort of lone
Jay
Allen,
librarian-author
and
his
training
and
record
Payne
the choir. Sunday School will meet
len, 1920; Alfred O. Hocking, 1911;
tons of water is discharged on at 11.45. Young Peoples meeting the employes, cutting their head
Stressed that he was a "trained ac
Federal foods will be distributed some feeling ln Ward F.
Winifred Williams Milne, 1917; now editor of "Steamboat Bill".
and knocking them against one of
countant." Hp pointed to his ad- - this small area. Maine contains at 6. Evening service at 7.15, wiith the heated machines, receiving se
Tuesday and Wednesday at the city
Frank
Dowling,
1939
and
Nonna
31.145.600
acres
and
an
inch
of
The one thing which doesn t ad
special music by the young people
building.
The editor and publisher of this ministration as Mayor cf Augusta
Wall Hawkins, 1912.
rainfall would deposit 2,389,452,- The subject of the sermon will be vere burns.
vertise the Rockland Trial Course
^_at durln« U
Tlie High school was started* in unique magazine ls Jay Allen Of j
800 tons of water thereon to say “A Secure Shelter." Regular mid
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HAMILTOH BEACH

House-Sherman, Inc.

GREAT BARGAINS

All Our WALLPAPERS

^75c-$2.50

C. M. BLAKE

NEXT WEEK

NOTICE!

Dresses

OPEN WEDNESDAY

HOME FURNISHINGS

DORMAN’S HOMEMADE ICES

BLANKETS & QUILTS

5 9

THE OPEN KITCHEN

BURPEE’S

OPPOSITE COURIER-GAZETTE,

Ambulance Service

Last Sunday's Lobster Dinner Was Such a Success

•

We Will Again This Sunday Serve a

TELEPHONES
IN. 781-1 «r 781-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

lll-tt

I

CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL M2
ROCKLAND. ME.

H-tt

SUNDAY, MAY 5—2.30 P. M.

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

Ill-Ill UMKKOCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MB.

CHARITY CONCERT

Now is the time to
Let Us Shampoo Your Rugs and Carpets
9x12 only $2.25. Other sizes at Reduced Prices.
Notice Our Low Prices!

LOBSTER DINNER (complete)
(or 50 Cents
54’It

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
BENEFICIARIES
Knox Hospital Auxiliary

Rockland City Band

THE PROGRAM BY
Rockland City Band, George latw director; and Mrs. Lydia Storer,
Danny Patt, Jane Foley, Byron Knoulton, Mrs. Lillian Joyce
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PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
TEL.
170

17 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND
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Courier-Gazette:
—
news is getting hotter by the hour
West Rockport, and a graduate of
Lowis Haskell has employment in
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Georgeson | I have been quite interested in and there ts going to be plenty of
It seems natural to be writing you
the University of Maine in 1915. was
the groups of four generations,1 action all alcng the southern and
returned Saturday to Portland.
during another campaign and it ls Nobleboro.
elected president and general man
Richard Richards has returned
The Winner s 4-H Club will meet published recently in The Courier- central fronts next weekend. In
with the kindest of appreciative
next with Mrs. Scott Littlefield. Gazette, as there are two four gen- | fact, it is a pretty safe bet that
.feelings that I remember your home from Rockland where he ager of the W T. Grant Company
Members are making arrangements eration groups in my family, Mrs. everything, including Sebago or at
splendid co-operation during the passed the winter with his sister. Thursday.
for a public supper May 16.
George T. Pettee of Rockland, great least large areas <t* it, will be open
hectic days of the 1936 campaign.
Mrs Mabel Allison.
He had been associated with the
Mrs. Florence Spears and Louise grandmother, Mrs. Mellie Gillis of by Saturday. China Lake near
In the passing of our great friend, i Mi-, and iMrs. Leslie Milne Doro- company from 1919 to 1932 and was
Philbrook went Friday to Hyde North Haven, grandmother, Miriam Waterville was declared clear by
Hon. Clyde H. Smith. Maine has thy Jackson, and John R Williams
dlr<,cior whcn he „.tirrd
Park, Mass.
Gillis Crockett, mother, and Jane Warden Win Porter late Tuesday
suffered a distinct loss and has visited Sunday with (Mr. and Mrs.
In thal year to berrme a vice presi
' afternoon and Swan lake near
Mrs. Etta Clark, returned Mon- Esther Crockett, daughter,
brought upon us a serious problem William Williams of Camden
dent of Montgomery Ward 6c Com
day from Rockland where site
In the second grouo are Mrs. Belfast opened up this morning
ln the choice of his successor.
Mr and Mrs. Henning Johnson pany. Nov. 4. 1936 he was elected
passed several weeks.
George T. Pettee great grand- Cther waters that have cleared in
In case you are not wholly aware were callers Sunday on Mr, and
CAMP
KNOX
MEWhl.
<
president of Montgomery Ward AMr. and Mrs. Harry Snow and mother, Mellie Pettee Gillis, grand- the la t 24 hours are Toddy Tond
of the entire situation, I wish to Mrs. Ernest Hanson of Long Cove.
opposite the ctir ceoife er 4
Company, a position he Just has
daughter of Bath, are guests of Mr. mother. Marguerite Gillis Ladd, and Hancock Pond in Orland. PalInform you on certain aspects, that
Vemer Borgcrson returned SunKfl'T MA'. ir.TOJllM 17 1861
1
,
„
resigned,
Snow s parents Mr. and Mrs. J. E mother, and CarolElizabethLadd., tens l.’ond in Ellsworth, Silver Lake
W«H» MAJ. Gfh.H 0 B! RP7 COHKfcW'lNG.
your usual honest Judgment mayday from Rockland where she
The
of Maine awarded
Snow.
daughter.
j in Bucksport and Jordan Pond on
IHf JtEG l.WASIhTht RtTTtrSBf
rest upon the facts or the case.
.spent the greater part of Ute win- hlm thp hcnorar>. dn?rw> of
rt ,r»V*
.
■
Mrs. Herbert Mills returned Caro1 and Jane havc several great Mt. Desert Island.
My lifelong and intimate friend, ter.
!of Laws Junf n. ,939. President Ar• u»m
Thursday to Belfast after a visit aunts, and great- greataunts too { Green Lake, famous salmon fishHon. H. C. Buzzell of (Belfast, has
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hopkins and t)lur A Hauck cltlns hlm as .rx.
ft JVA Ml.l zl’f
with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. numerous to count and one great, ] ing spot a few' miles out of Bangor
HHX
ft
'
for years been ap intimate political son Randall of South Thomaston empufyjng the best In Maine charBurton Vinal.
8rea1, 8reat Aunt Mrs H M Noycs on 016 Ellsworth road, was half
friend and associate of Clyde H wereg este8undayor Mr andMrs. arUT and tradltlonli and -a bus!.
Max Conwav went Wednesday to of North Haven(flear today and wiu go completely
Smith. They were in business to James Harrison.
ness executive of vision, fidelity and
Neponset where he has employment
Mrs <*or8e T
of Rock- any trlnute now.
gether for over four years. Yes
Esktl Peterson visited Sunday courage ”
on the vacht Stella
owned bv land
also tlle grea’ grandmother I Salmon are being taken from
terday afternoon here ln the office, with Albert Enstedt of Long Cove.
He wa.s a speaker at the Alumni
Oeorge Lewis
i of Lawrence Narti Jr. who was! China and Damariscotta Lakes.
Mrs. Henning Johnson called Day dinner last June. F3>r 10 years
ln Judge Wiley Conery’ of Bucksport.
A bridge and "63" party will be mentlonfd in the Nash four genera- The former was very popular today
I received added witness to the ex
he was a member ol the University's
in view of..................
the fact that so many
held at Red Men s hall Wednesday tlOn 8roup of Camden
istence of a working agreement be- progressive, liberal Republican doe- Alumni Council, and for four years
large salmon were taken from lt
tween Messrs. Smith and Buzzell trines which peculiarly fits him to he was president of Uie Alumni As
at 7.30
A May-basket will be M .r, . „
u
last year. Warden Porter estimates
awarded as door prize. This party NORTH HAVEN
concerning this election. Smith ' succeed his friend. Clyde H. Smith, sociation.
is under auspices of Monarda CounMr and Mrs. E. I. Simpson were that the 1939 catch totalled more
agreed with Buzzell In 1936 and | His experience in committees at He is an alumnus also of Reekell. D. P.
I In Rockland Thursday returning | than 5,<T,C and two of the 14 fish
again in 1938. and in the presence Augusta, his abilities in debate and port High School
The Winners 4-H Club met Wed-' here by way of Stonington Friday that made the statewide "One
of Mrs. Smith and others, that he public speaking and 30 years active
nesday in Union Church parlor.' and bringing their car with them That Didn’t Get Away Club" came
would support Buzzell in this cam work for his party, entitles him to Tuesday on Mr and Mrs. Emery
The sewing girls worked on dish) Until the opening of the new. from China Lake. There was a
paign in the event of his failure to the first consideration of the think Niles and Mr. and Mrs Anthony
towels the cooking girls on rules of; library it will be necessary to dis-' „
8 . ,ar y Cbmook fishing at
run this year. The Belfast man ing men and women of his party Smalley of Rockland
health.
continue book service for two or Swan Lake last year and the boys
did not make a move until after in this section.
Misses May Fuller, Frances Caven,
look for the 'same now.
Years of experience as a small and Harriett Johnson attended the
Mrs. Thursa Sanborn returned three weeks.
the funeral of Clyde H. Smith. He
Fishing became legal on St. Froid,
Wednesday from Rockland
Mlss Is« Beverage returned to the
was the first to endorse the splendid j town lawyer has given him a wide Freshman social Thursday at St.
I Eagle and Square Lakes ln the
Mr. and Mrs Walter Polk were island Thursday after spending the
gesture of having Mrs. Smith fill grasp on the vagaries of human na- George High School
j Aroostook Fish River chain today
in Boston the past week and were *'*nt*r in (Massachusetts
out her husband s term.
I ture and his court room work and
Mr and Mrs. William Pierson
I and warden supervisor Levi Dotv
Mr
and
Mrs.
H.
O
Grant
has
re

registered at the Myles Standish
For years, I havc been most bit law profession has equipped him returned Sunday from Medomak
J
sent
down
word
that
the
ice
is
beHotel. Victor Smith and Miss Clara turned from Florida.
terly opposed to the "Divine right with the power of analysis and where they visited friends the past
Dr C. E Bousfield preached Sun ; gining to break up and all waters
War clouds hung darkly over Knox County when Camp Knox existed. of succession" by families in any ready wit necessary to properly do week.
Williams. R. N of Everett, Mass.,
I in that area should be clear by
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Polk at day in the absence of Rev. H. F May 10. He said that there was •May 17 to June 17. 1661, atop Middle street hill. It was the campgrounds of the Congressional or other high j the work facing Smith's successor
of the 4th Maine Regiment which rendered sueh splendid service in the
Husc. There was a large congrega
offices of our land. The warp and I in the troubled times ahead of the
their home ln Augusta.
weary months to eome. It was in charge of Col., afterward Maj, Gen.
tion and his address was greatly i plenty of open water at the foot H. G. Berry of Rockland.
woof of our representative form of next Congress. Certainly, if ever,
of Eagle Lake and that many nice
Church Notes
enjoyed.
Government is rotation in office, lt is now that we need a two-fisted
salmon
should
be
taken
from
that
Union Church Sunday School
Worship Sunday at the Baptist
and I have written Mrs. Smith, who Yankee, capable of holding his own
meets tomorrow at 10 At 11 o'clock Church will be at 11 o'clock stand area during the next few days.
incidentally I admire as a fine wo- on the floors of Congress or in the
Maine's
first
fresh
run
Atlantic
Rev. Kenneth Cook will preach on ard. with sermon, ‘A Prophet who
man and a good friend, that my op committee rooms with a group of
i
salmon
has
been
taken
from
the
the subject, "Jesus Christ, Leader.” asks of God the question Why?” j
position to her is based upon this two-fisted representatives from other I
There will be special music by the Sunday School meets at 10 o'clock; ! Calais Pool on the St. Croix River
If you are interested in the welfare of a Household listen
fundamental American right of sections of our country. Yes. good 1
with
Milt
McClure
of
Calais
the
vested choir. The anthem will be Young people at 6.45; and evening 1
to her informative talk Monday. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
friend. I repeat we need a man in
open, free competition.
“The Day the Lord Hath Made". service at 7 30 At the close of the lucky angler Gordon Rieke tt of
at 1.30 p. m. Stations 4VNAC, WCSH, and WLBZ.
In Hon. H. C. Buzzell. these east this job and I submit the above
the
same
town
took
one
today.
Mc

Beulah Gilchrist and Flora Brown morning service the Lord's Supper I
erly counties have again an open statements in the true feeling- of
will sing a duet "It Was Spoken for will be observed. Prof. Bradshaw Clure was the (first to hook one
| last year also.
Just when were were wondering Pla'-e in tightly covered container chance in our party for 40 years another fellow citizen, who like mythe Master'.
of the Bangor Theological Seminary' |
to have a representative from Con- self, is dedicated to National Re The Morning AfterTaking
A lot of kelt are being taken in if there was a bright idea left in until ready to use.
Junior Epworth League meets at will preach May 19 at 11 oclock
gress. His splendid record at Au- covery and a return to sound, sane)
the Dennys River but Herb Allan
Carters Little Liver Pills
4 and Christian Endeavor at 6
At night he will give an illustrated
the world that hadn t been round- Vegetable Mayonnaise
gusta speaks volumes for his ability f American Government,
| reports that the fresh run has not
The Womens Foreign Missionary
a“t,h°r started ^" although ’it '^nUd’take '«* «P and Prlntcd a bi« Iolder °f
Ore bunch asPara8US- 3 quarts for a leader and as a legislator for i
Frank H. Mudgett
Society will meet at the home of of the book "The Third Class
place anytime now.
mall brought a fresh batch of peas 1 quart string beans. 4 small
World." and is a world traveler.
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw Tuesday at 2.
The boys arc having a lot of (stunts that were new to us. at carrots. 4 small beets. 3 potatoes,
Prayer service will be Tuesday
fun taking kelt from the Pleasant leas,
Mfs HoWf jn Watcrtown cucumber, lettuce.
“ONE GREAT ISSUE”
.at 7.
River at Columbia Falls They are,
Cook vegetables < all but cucumConn., went to a Farm Bureau
Bunday at 7 o'clock there will be
fishing from the shore at the i
br
and lettuce) and ehill. Aspara- j
Which
the
Voters
Have
In
a song and praise service. The pas
Elevens Bridge Pool. Warden Su-, meeting and learned aout a new gus should be cut Into Inch ’
Common. Says I'nited People's
tor will deliver an inspirational
pervisor Raymond Morse reports cleaner for wallpaper Mrs. Earle lengths before cooking. Arrange a
Party
message, and the choir will sing an
I there are plenty of pools in this Hall. Jr., in Saco. Maine, passed bed of lettuce on large round platanthem "Somewhere”.
We, unanimously, claim that all stream which will be extensively on a budget substitute for whipped ter and dispose cooked vegetables
factions
< anti-capitalistic and anti- fished for the first time this season.,
Charles Anderson
No fish were taken from the river ,cream Pepl1 Paldwe11 in Somer'
Funeral services were held Satur* Demo-Republican) in the political
cucumber. Leave a well in the
vllle reported the success of a
day for Charles Anderson, whose arena of the United States have last year but It has always been
. center for Cain's Mayonnaise.
death occurred Wednesday. Mr. one great issue in common—the thought to offer great possibilities. touch of combined vanilla and al- ,Decorate with spoonfuls of Cain's
More than 100 fish were taken monds in rhubarb and other fruit Mayonnaise to which has been
Anderson was born in Sweden, but restoration of .our national cur
from
Green Lake on the opening
rency
or
money
production
process
had been a resideat of this town
pies. She uses a half-teaspoon of added a small quantity of onion
last year. This lake is noted
for several years. He was a paving to the constitutional power of Con day
for the good fishing that it always )vanilla and half a teaspoon of al- juice.
cutter by trade and a member of the gress, only. We must drop, or tem
Friend Chirken Breole
provides on the first few days of mond mixed with the juice and
Paving Cutters Union. Deceased is porarily suspend, all other items
Brown floured and seasoned
the season with the favorite fish- sugar and finds the flavor subtle
survived by his wife, two sons. Carl and unite under one banner, and
chicken in any kind of fat. heated
ing grounds being up by the old #nd excitiI1„
of New York and Kenneth of this that on the money issue alone, or
in a frying pan. Transfer to a but
hatchery at the mouth of Great,
town; also by two*sisters whose we will never win out. So. on this _ .
..
Mrs, Hall combines two mashed tered baking dish, mix in twoYou can t go wrong on I
basis, the United People's Party Brock.
home is in Sweden.
Green Lake this weekend
I bananas, two stiffly beaten egg thirds cup each of diced celery and
was
organized
in
Thomaston.
Rev. Kenneth Cook, officiated at
Fishing became legal at Moose- whlt<* and sugar to taste with a boiled rice. '4-cup each of chopped
the service. There were beautiful Maine, by a group of men represent head today but there Is practically dash of salt, whips the mixture un- onions and green peppers. Pour in
floral tributes. Interment was in ing the much-needed wants of the no open water in the main areas.«’» stiff as whipped eream ar.d two cups of tomatoes or Kemp’s ToJohn Carver cemetery, the bearers, Farmers' Orange. Labor Organizia- Some anglers will try their luck at uses it on puddings, as layer cak mato Juice. Top with 3 tablespoons
Socialists,
Technocrats,
David Anderson. Fred Anderson, tions.
the mouths of the streams in that ^ng and on hot gingerbread
(Land O Lakes Butter and cover.
Townsendities.
Communists,
Green- seclton
Maurice Johnson and Fritz Swan
| Mrs. Eugene Kenyon in West- (Bake one hour in a moderately slow
backers. Socialist-Laborites, Coughson.
A lot of big trout are being taken
has an idea about drying out o\, n. Uncover the last 10 minutes
Unites and oilier such agitated at Lake Maranacoek In Winthrop.<'a'”P ‘’•’liars you've asked j to brown.
•
j
meditators
on
the
subject
of
what,
Up witil two years ago angling
Fill a small box with lime K.,kr«l Mushrooms
A new word is like a wild animal
you have caught. Yon must learn is the best remedy to cure our de was permitted frem a railroad and the lime will gather the mois-|
House Bautiful, May.)
its ways and break U in before you pression and the money problem bridge that passes over one of the ture and purify the cellar. .She! Clean the caps of a pound of
Therefore, the "Governmental
can use it —H. O. Wells
thoroughfares. The fish would also suggests a stiff coat of starch mushrooms, chop the stems and add
money—Highway
Scheme" was
come up into the shoal waters by for the back of washable rugs that to them a quarter of a tup of soft
adopted by the newly organized
the bridge and would be taken bv wrinkle and a good coating of wax [bread crumbs, a tablespoon melted
United People's Party as found de
the hundreds. This type of fishing for the fireplace bricks after they butter, seasoning, ‘s teaspoon each
EXPERT
scribed in all their literature pub
wa.s prohibited and now the fish arecleaned to keep them looking j of minced parsley and chives. Set
lished since the organization. Sept.
•
are running much larger. The In-, well.
Ihe caps on their backs in a buttered
19. 1939. Pensions and Economy land Fish and Game Department | Mrs. Carl Parcher of Saco, Maine., baking dish, filled with the stem
EVERY FAMILY want* a continuous supply of hot watar . . . any hour of the day or
ore next in importance that all
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
hatchery manager Arthur Briggs wonders if you've tried mending | mixture, dot with butter, pour in
night.
Itis a comfort every family deserves . . . and can easily have with an Electric
should study as well.
caught a five pounder the other small holes in muslin curtains or enough chicken broth to cover the
Provisional State Executive Com
Water Heater.
night in iMaranacook. The lake table linen the short-cut way. Just bottom about 'a an inch, and bake
mittee where Information can be
wa.s not entirely clear today but a piece of the fabric attached to [ 15 minutes in a moderate oven.
And here's the care-free, economical way to do it! Simply let us install an electric
RICHARD E. SINCLAIR had: B. Lake Noyes, M. D. State offers plenty of open water. Briggs the hole with rather thick starch
MENU
chairman. Stonington: Ethan Allen
water heater in your basement. You'll scarcely know it's there—BUT YOU WILL
69 NO. M^IN ST. ROCKLAND
says that there are any number of and ironed in place with a warm
Breakfast
Rowell, secretary-treasurer, Thom
SET CONTINUOUS HOT WATER—quantities of it day and night! And you'll get
TEL. 446
14
to
16
inch
trout
to
be
taken
in
iron.
It
doesn't
show
as
badly
as
Chilled
Kemp
s Tomato Juice
aston; Norman W. Lermond. coun
'
ll‘lt
that
lake.
j
a
darn,
and
it
surely
is
easy.
Prepared
Cereal
it—always!
sellor. Knox Arboretum, Thomaston.
For tiie past few years Ihci And now for Mrs Howe's wallBroiled Kidneys and Bacon
Mount Desert Island Fish and paper cleaning preparation. We'll
Coffee Ring
Game Association has been re print, the recipe, and the paste is
Coffee
placing screens with fishways and gsed by breaking off a small
Sunday Dinner
claim a big improvement in the amount at a time and draw Fresh Pineapple and Strawberry
This month we are making an allowance up to $20 for your old heater towards a new
fishing in the lakes and ponds on ing it down the wall from top
Fruit Cup
electric storage type. This means that you make a $20 saving on any of our 52-gallon
the island. The club contends that to bottom, doing one strip com
‘Fried Chicken Creole
automatic heaters. Phone now and FORGET YOUR HOT WATER WORRIES FOR
BOTTLED NATURAL GAS
'
the fish should be allowed access pletely before starting another.
New Potatoes
to salt water and that those which Don't use too much pressure and
EVER!
Stuffed Celery
go down the fishway will either as your piece of cleaner becomes
<uativnvcM"
iTHAT'S.
Rhubarb Pie
• UKg
MO WT,
re THAT
THAT MUD
WBt /-S A
.\
come back hi the same stream or soiled fold the darkened part in
Coffee
WON'T BAT TOuL/
another one. They used a let of side and use a fresh side. If It
Supper
C.C.C. labor and are very pleased dries out add a little water. Bet
Mn?
PAY
•Baked Mushrooms
with the results obtained to date. ter dust off the paper carefully be
•Vegetable Mayonnaise
According to supervisor Morse fore starting to clean it.
per Mloiratt-llour' ■ONLY
Midco Ice Cream
there is a lot of good trout fishing Wallpaper Cleaner
and Birds Eye Peaches
ln the many waters on Mt. Desert.
Th«ni< to our special low. off-pook refo
•From Mrs. Howe. Watertown,
Coffee
♦or oloetrie water hooting, you will poy
$4.25 Monthly
The Association there Ls considered Conn.)
Recipes given.
only Ic per kilowatt-hour tor your entire
one of the most progressive in the One-half cup water. 1 and onehousehold use of electricity otter the
It‘uTzj
State.
third cups flour. 2 tablespoons salt.
first 200 kilowett-hours.
Hundreds of requests are being'
1 tablespoon kerosene, 2 table received for the new Maine Ex
spoons ammonia, 2 tablespoons tension bulletin "Game Birds of
NO BAKING FAILURES WITH A PHILGAS RANGE. LINCOLN COUNTY CENSUS
Here is the census report for vinegar.
Maine.” To be sure of a copy be
For more information write or call
Put all ingredients ln a double fore this publication is added to
four more Lincoln County towns:
1940 boiler, stir and cook until all raw printed lists of Maine bulletins,
1930
1376 flour seems to be cooked and the send a postcard request to the Ex
1345
Boothbay Town,
2173 mixture is very thick. Remove tension Service, Orono, Maine. Ask
2076
Boothbay Harbor,
TEL 51,
,
ROCKLAND, ME.
*
47-tf
660 from heat; when cool enough for bulletin 275. Single copies are
see
Nobleboro,
564 knead in the hands until elastic free.
563
South Bristol..

ANOTHER DAY, ANOTHER WAR
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THOMASTON

Thomaston Baseball

Camden Loses A Few

Every-Other-Day

THE LYRIC MUSE

with the National Orchestral As
sociation in March. The Curtis
String Quartet has given a series
of concerts in Wilmington and Bal
timore with marked success. Jeanne
Behrend turned harpsichordist this
month for the festival of the Ameri
can Society of Ancient Instruments
iPhiladelphia group).
The foregoing, only a very small
part in the activities and accom
plishments at the Institute, pertains
to the musicians who summer ln
Rockport and vicinity and have be
come known to us because of that
fact and the brilliant concerts they
present during the summer months.

that damns. I am the incense upon
which prayers float to Heaven. I
am the smoke which palls over the
field of battle whfcn men lie dying
with me on their lips. I am close
to the marriage altar, and when the
graves open I stand nearby. I call
the wanderer home, I rescue the
soul from the depths. I open the lips
of lovers, and through me the dead
whisper to the living. One I can
serve as I serve all; and the king
I make my slave as easily as I sub
ject hls slave. I speak through the
birds of the air, the insects of the
field, the crash of water on rockribbed shores, the sighing of wind
in the trees, and I am even heard by
the soul that knows me in the clat
ter of wheels on city streets. I
know no brother, yet all men are
my brothers; I am the father of
the best that ls in them; and they
are fathers of the best that is in
me; I am of them; and they are
of me. Por I am the instrument of
Ood. I Am Music.'

The date of the VinalhavenAn unofficial census report gives
zsl zs cs
Thomaston game has been changed Camden's new population as 3527.
SHIRLEY T. WIIJJAMS
to Wednesday, May 8 at 3.30 o'clock. This is 79 smaller than shown by the
Correspondent
The Thcmaston Orammar School census of 1930.
ft ft ftft
defeated the Rockland Junior High
22 to 14 at Tliomcston, Thursday.
Tel. 190
Its monthly meeting Monday night
Bodman was outstanding for Rock
at 7 o'clock in the vestry.
Mrs. Addie Ulmer Ouild has land. while Kelley nnd Sullivan
GlaJyi Sl. Cltir 11 til ttJ
A. R. Gillmor was one of the
Publication Limited to Brief
opened her house ln Elm street played well for Thomaston.
judges for the Annual Montgomery
Poems
after passing five months in Florida
of Original Composition
Speaking Contest at Colby College
A number of programs dedicated erewski greets the eye ln the early
By Subscribers
her tour including—East Coast,
Friday night. The contest ls spon
to National Music Week, which be- j pages, accompanied by an article
across Tamiami Trail ICO miles to
sored and the prizes are donated by >
I gins annually the first Sunday in setting forth the efforts of The
the Oulf, up along the Gull coast,
Job H. Montgomery.
BETTER BEU'TV
May, appear in the radio concert' Commission for Polish Relief which
««
«»
then through the interior, taking
|For The Courler-Oazette)
The engagement of Miss Lennea
1
schedule
for the week, beginning came into existence with Dr. Henry
OH-BERT HARMON
ln every point of interest. She
Westin, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Tlie beauty of the autumn
j May 5. On that date there are two Noble MacCracken. president of
,
i
o
how
we
love
to
tee
Correspondent
came back by the Ocean Drive
Albert E. Westin of Bangor and u- v.riegvted colors
high lights—the New York Philhar- Vassar College, as national chair- I Am Music
a ft ft ft
northward, traveled 14 000 miles
Stanley P Young, son of Mr..and
“W'-S’d *» "h™b •*» tr**'
, monk Orchestra, which will have man. Many local committees have
“Servant and master am I; ser
Tel. 713
and had only on? puncture.
Mrs. Paul S. Young of Orono and
ln‘*‘
Rudolf Serkin as piano soloist, and been organized, and one of these. vant of those dead, and master of
Lincolnville, has recently been an-1 Although we may behold then
Oeneral Knox Chapter, D.AR.,
’ the Ford Hour with Bldu Sayao. the Philadelphia Committee, has those living. Through me spirits
But varying shades of green
Miss Alice Clancy has returned nounced. MLss Westin is a gradumeets next Monday at 7.30 at the
Brazilian soprano, as guest soloist., Mrs. Edward Bok as chairman, with immortal speak the message that
The autumn beauty brilliant
to
her
duties
at
Carleton.
French
<fc
home of Mrs. Ruth Brackett lor
ate of Bangor High School and is I- that of death eschewed
Incidentally the Philharmonic con-I headquarters at 1720 Locust street. makes the world weep, and laugh,
The verdant springtime glory
Co. after a two weeks' vacation.
the annual election of officers.
now a senior at the University of Ia thal of Lie renewed
I cert brings this orchestra’s season In the article mention ls made of and wonder, and worship. I tell
The W.C.T.U. will meet Tuesday Maine Mr. Young ls a graduate of
Allison M Watts
At an adjourned meeting of the
[to a close.
the musical ties Curtis Institute has the story of love, the story of hate,
Jamaica Vt
Congregational Church and Parish afternoon at the home of Mrs. Jen Camden High School and the Uni
Bernard Herrmann conducts two: to Poland—Josef Hofmann, Mar- the story that saves and the story
R
R
It
It
Thursday night it was unanimously nie Cleveland, 36 Mechanic street. versity of Maine. The wedding will
[ notable concerts on Monday, May cella Sembrich, Artur Rodzinski,
SPRING IS HERE
take place in June.
voted that an effort should be made All interested are invited.
6— "Exploring Music" from 5 to 5.30 Emil Mlynarski. Wanda Landowska.
| For The Courler-Oaeettel
Several members of the Townsend
"Dr. Kildare's Strange Case" with
to sell the church building, pro
j p. nt., and a program of Romantic ! all of whom have been associated
Did ever a man try heroism, mag
«...
„1 (11 J°mn tidings. Sprng u here.,
vided it were bought for some suit Club will go to Bangor Sunday to tLew
A\res and ti-noi
Lwnel n
Ban^more
;
Hre Hinging. skie* are clear,
works 10.30 to 11. On Wednesday with the school; and in the school
nanimity, truth, sincerity, and find
sprouting children shouting
able use. It was also unanimously hear a lecture by Dr. Francis will be the feature at the Comique!i Seedieu
a setting of old Italian dances by now are one teacher, Alexander
I Is lime to doff our doubting.
that there was no advantage ln
Theatre Sunday and Monday. To- For the balmy tpring is here
voted that it be closed for the com Townsend.
' the American composer, William Hilsberg, and three students, who
hem—that it was a vain endeavor?
ing year, beginning July 1, and
Mrs. B F Herrick is seriously 111 day there is a double feature pro- spring with freshening showers m h.rc gPpncfr Johnson, is the feature of were born in Poland, nine students
—Henry David Thoreau.
••■BMs-gs
tihu
Do.vrutrc" „„ j f ragrnnt flowers will soon appeir.
r
that all services should bc held at her home on Upper Elm street. gram.
uiue peppers ana Brook* are flowing, bulb* are growing Howard Barlow's program with the have
fathers,
seven
students
Proof of Re urrectlon showing.
at the Methodist Church.
She is being cared for by her "Showdown" with William Boyd.
1 Columbia. Concert Orchestra. On mothers, who were born there. TribYes the re-born spring ls here
Probate Notices
The Annual Mother and Daugh daughter Mrs Lucy Dean who was
Saturday choral and symphonic ute was paid to Paderewski, who at
At last the longed for spring ls here.
r-tos’ • '•n. e» all
xe„r
ter Banquet of the World Wide called heme from Machias where FOl’R GENERATIONS
;
works
are
programmed
from
the
79
has
now
a
second
time
respond____ _
—___ ..
Nature wakea from winter sleeping.
STATE OF MAINE
I
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
,uuier round me cc.net u po-ai^, ;Cincinnati Conservatory of Music.led so nobly to his country's need.
Ouild will be held Monday at 6 she was employed.
To sU persona Interested tn either of
The subject of four generations
bewuteoue spring is here
the estates hereinafter named
o'clock at the Baptist Church
Other features on that date are the One can only revere such a patriot.
' Tlie Business of Being Religious"
At a Proba e Court held at Rockland,
Mlssess Olenice Lermond. Barbara will be the theme of the sermon by interests me as my mother ls great- ! Tenants Harbor. N,UI* M pn“’e Men's Glee Club of Temple Univer The portrait gracing Overtones
ln and tor theJUounty of Knox, on tho
16th day of April tn the year ot our
RRRR
Maxcv, Elaine Risteen and Har Rev. W. F Brown, pastor of the grandmother to three such groups
sity, and a program of piano music pages is a reproduction of a paint
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nett Tillson comprise the supper Baptist Church, at the service at Here they are: Mrs Albert Heath
forty and tr. adjournment from day
by Vera Brodsky. Of course there ing by Slgismund Ivanowski. Polish I
WELCOME MAY
to day from thr 16th day of said April.
committee. Miss Marie Clark is in 11 oclock Sundav There will be Iof SouUl Hope. Mrs Joseph Cassidy
| Foi The Courler-Oazette |
are many other notably fine pro patriot, who. like Paderewski, aban
The following matters having been pre-ented for hr action thereupon here
a..i. choir.
i..i
^.'°f
Owl's Head. Mrs. Lucy Cassidv Young April, sportive to the last.
charge of invitations, Miss Leah music by ...
grams scheduled for the week— doned everything in 1915 to serve
the adult
The
inafter Indicated It Is hereby OR
had her day and now lias passed
Tillson, decorations, and Mrs. Eve Church school will convene at 9 45. Allen, Diane Allen of South Thom Has
DERED
Sweet, smiling May with beaming lace these are Just a few chosen at ran- his country, becoming one of Pad
, dom Watfh your rad(o
That notice thereof be given to all
aston; Mrs Heath. Mrs. Joseph Appears to fill the vacant place
lyn Perron tlie program.
erewski's lieutenants in statesman
The young people's forum will meet
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of thia order to be published three
worth while.
The Baptist Mission Circle meets at 630 and the vesper service witli Cassidy. Albert Cassidy, Dolores 8h' Srrn,!' W'n<13 *nd CO°"n*
ship. Ivanowskis flrst intention
weeks successively In The Courier- Oa• a a «
anraada the earth with fragran
Tuesday at 2 o'clock at the home the young people's choir will be at Cassidy of Rockland; Mrs Heath, And spreadzei. e a newspaper published at Rock
was to leave the portrait to Poland,
flowers
Howard
Woster,
Mrs.
Addie
Wostcr
land In said County, that they may up
of Mrs Helen Hahn Oeorges street, 7.30 The subject of the evening
She heralds golden Summer time
1 A letter from Atwood Levensaler but later It became his earnest wish
pear at a Probate Court to be held at
The beauty season ot our clime.
Brceponiflh,
John
Peceponlcli
o,!
Bald Rockland on the 21st day of May
for a work meeting.
j tells of the many flne musical events to leave in America a portrait "that
sermon will be "A City That Will
When birds and nature In accord
A
D 1940 at 8 o'clock In the forenoon,
Worcester. Mass;
Mrs. Mary Sing paeans to the Living Clod
I there have been at the Hotchkiss would truly represent the master's
and be heard thereon tf they see cause.
Tlie 136th annual meeting of tlie Not Be Bombed". The mid-week
Spooner of New Bedford. Mass .
Elizabeth O Marsh
CLARA E CROCKETT, late of Rock
|School 'Lakeville. Conn.) where he greatness to future generations,"
Lincoln Baptist Association w.ll bc service will bc held Thursday night
Rockland.
land deceased
Will and Codicil and
Joseph Cassidy cf Owl's Head.
is
a
teacher
in
the
Speech
Depart

Petition
for Probate thereof, asking
and
he
decided
that
The
Curtis
In

held Wednesday in Belfast.
at 7 30 o'clock.
ft R R R
Lucy Cassidy Allen. Diane Allen of
that
the
same
may
he proved and al
ment. Among the artists have been stitute was the perfect place for ]
lowed and that Letters Testamentary
Friendly Club met Wednesday
Earl Ixigan of Winterport was re South Thomaston; Mrs. Mary
LATE
Issue to Ensign Otis of Rockland, he
Carl Weinrich, organist. iBach and it. Curtis has had the portrait since
I For The Courier-Gazette)
night at the Congregational vestry. cent guest of hts mother. Mrs Clara Spooner. Joseph Cassidy. Albert
being tlie Executor named in said Will,
his predecessorsi; Ralph Klrkpat- 1932. and has now lent it to the
without bond
I have a date with spring.
Following the business meeting a E Fogg.
Cassidy. Dolores Cassidy of Rock
And its late—oh very late!
ELMER E JAMESON. Ute of War
| rick, harpsichordist, 118th century Philadelphia Committee of the
I do not like dates to be late—
quilt was knotted and it was deAmbrose Hatch was brought from land.
ren. deceased
Will and Petl ion for
It's a thing that I abominate
harpsichord music); Egon Petri, Committee of the Commission for
Probale thereof, asking that the same
cided to meet at the same place in Islesboro this morning to the home
My husbands mother ls great Bu' spring Is worth some trouble.
may be proved and allowed and that
pianist; Tlie Budapest String Quar- Polish Relief, in whose headquarters
two weeks to knot another.
Letters Testamentary issue to Neele
With life all ln a bubble;
of Mrs Lucy Dean where he will be grandmother to two of the groups.
A Jam-son of Warren, she being the
In flora and launa and fable
|tet
iquartets of Haydn and Mozart i; it now hangs.
Mrs. Betsey Drake of Bangor is cared for.
Execu tri- named in said Will, without
Mrs Joseph Cassidy
And seeds all on the table
• • • •
Helen
Van
Loon,
soprano
'German
bond
spending several weeks with Capt.
Owl's Head. May 4.
Then spring can be romantic,
Dexter Bean, who has been 111
BYRON Jt MILLIKEN Ute of Rock
and French songs of the 19th cen Shura Cherkassky, pianist, who
j And It makes one very frantic
and Mrs Earle Starrett.
land. deceased Will and Petition lor
at his home on Mountain street, is
1 To be waiting for a date
Probate thereof, asking that the same
tury;
Bruce
Simonds,
pianist
'im

has
spent
four
professionally
active
That ls abominably late
'Tlsn't life that matters tls the
Everett S. Spencer of Augusta improving.
may be proved and allowed and that
K S F
pressionism i. etc. Mr. Levensaler years in Europe, is expected back
Letters TesUmentary Issue to A Walk
courage
you
bring
to
it.
—
Walpole
has been staying with Mr. and
Roekland
er Brewster of Owl's Head and Alan L.
Miss Helen Cripps has returned
enclosed Mr. Simonds' program in the United States about now. so j
Bird of Rockland, they being the Ex
Mrs Forest Stone this week while home after spending the winter ln
ecutors named In said Will, with bond.
which featured compositions by a footnote tells us. Mr. Cherkassky
hls work on tlie State Highway Florida.
I.YDIA W MERRILL. late ol Hope,
Brahms, Chopin, Faure, Debussy, will be remembered as the brilliant
deceased
Will and !Po Ilion lor Pro
has kept him in Thomaston.
bate thereof asking that the same
de 6everac. Ravel and Llanounov. young pianist heard in a Rockport
The Central Maine Power Co. has
may be proved and allowed and that
Mrs Aletiia Thompson lias re
I He mentioned in particular the concert flve summers ago.
extended its power lines to BarnesLetters Testamentary Issue to Alan L.
MY SON, MY SON!"
turned from a few day s visit with town.
Bird of Rockland, he being the Execu
• • • •
pleasure derived from the program
tor named In said Will, wf .h bond
her brother, Adelbert Grafton, in
Among
Curtis
activities
are
noted:
by the Budapest String Quartet,
MANSFIELD R ROB INSON. tate of
Charles Wlialey. who has been
Friendship.
Warren, decejsed
Will and Petition
writing: "Undoubtedly the high note Felix Salmond and Ralph Berkowitz
visiting
his
daughter
at
Pemaquid.
tor
Probate thetrof. asking that the
The Salem News recently carried
same may be proved and allowed and
of the season was the appearance at the piano presenting five cello
has
returned
home.
that Letters Testamentary issue to Ray
an account of the presentation of a
of the Budapest String Quartet. sonatas of Beethoven; a piano re
D Robinson of Newport, he being the
Rev. Weston P Holman, pastor
play. "Jeanne d Arc," which was
Executor named ln said Will, without
Alter the program played for the cital by Jorge Bolet whose flne
bond
written by Miss Eva Jones, who is of the Methodist Church will have
The
World's
Fair
of
1940
in
New
Rockland
concert
lingers
in
mem

whole school, about 30 masters and
LIZZIE M FULLER, late of Rockland,
the sister of Mrs J Murray Miller, as subject Sunday at 10.30 o'clock
York
will
prove
a
mecca
for
beau

Will and Petition for Probate
boys adjourned to the Headmasters ory; a program of four-hand music ties from all over the United deceased
hereof, asking that the same may be
and well known ln this town. The "The Gospel of Helpfulness." Mu
study, and the Quartet played a by Mr. Berkowitz and Vladimir So- Stales as it was during last season proved and allowed and that Letters
sic
will
be
under
the
direction
of
cast of 50 was made up of ama
Testamentary Issue to Stella Fuller
Beethoven quartet. The men were koloff who gave a similar program Thjs Florida charmer is a symbol Llnekln of Rockland she being the
teur actors and actresses, and it A. P Sherman. The lodges of Odd
Executrix named ln said Will, without
in
Rockport
last
summer;
Ezra
i
of
What
can
be
expected
at
the
bit
placed on a landing at the top of
was interestingly noted that "all Fellows and Rebekahs will be guests
exposition on Flushing Meadow bond
Rachlin's
development
as
an
or

five or six steps which lead down inHELENA A FALES Ute of Rockland,
when it reopens on May II.
faiths of the city."—Jewish, Catho at the morning service. Church
deceaaed
Will and Petiion for Pro
| to the study where we sat. Surely chestral conductor. The issue con
bate thereof, asking that the same
lic and Protestant,—united to pre school and Bible classes will con
tains
an
excellent
picture
of
Mr
may be proved and allowed and that
an ideal sort of intimate setting in
sent this entertainment for . the vene at 11.45. Mrs Stella Mae-Rae.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Hezeklah
which to listen to chamber music Rachlin in his role as conductor, Notices of Appointment B Pales of Rocklapd. he being the Exbenefit of the Finnish Relief. The superintendent, classes Ior all ages.
ecu
played by the greatest string quartet the accompanying note telling us I, Charles t» Veaale. Retl- er ot Pro bond.or named ln said Will, without
play itself received much favorable Happy Hour service will be at 7.30
that he has conducted three stu bate for the Coun® of Knox, in the ANNIE S OEDDES. late ot Flushing.
tn the world."
comment, and it was remarked that o'clock with song service and talk
ot Maine hereby certify that tn N Y. deceased
Exemplified copy of
• e • a
dent orchestra radio concerts and State
the following estates the persona were Will ano Probate tnereoi. together
the authenticity of tlie costumes, by the pastor on the subject. "Tlie
appointed
Admlnlstra'ora.
Executor*
parts
of
two
concerts
in
the
"His

with
a
Petition
for
Probate ot Foreign
Dorothy Havener's success in the
Guardians and Conservators and on Will, asking that the copy of said will
settings, and data was the lesult Souls Quest." The mid-week de
torical Series', besides outside en- the dates hereinafter named
Junior
Competitive
Festival
recentmay be allowed, (lied and recorded ln
of much research in the Treasure votional and testimonial meeting
ly held in Augusta, is most gratify- gagements. John Briggs wrote the RILEY BRADFORD late of Frlend- the Probate Cour. of 'Knox County, and
Art Studio by Pauline Jeanne d'Arc will be held Thursday night at 7.30
.
.
,
I.
shop, deceaaed
Ruth E Bradlord of thal Letters Testamentary be issued
ing to those who are watching the program notes for the concert in Friendship was appointed Admx to William Geddas and Samuel Polk,
Cadcut, a elescentant of the fa o'clock. The official board will hold
progress of our young folks in mu-J Newark in February by the NBC “nghA“rnli£0<iu»iifled by nimg both of Flushing. N Y . without bond.
mous Jeanne d'Arc whose entire
ESTATE FRANK S SHERMAN. Ute
sic. Miss Havener has shown dis- Symphony Orchestra conducted by' HARRIET MlLLrKEN of Rockland of Rockland, deceased PetLUon for
life was depicted in the play
daughter, Mrs. Wallace Parker and
Alan L Bird or Rockland was appoint Administration, asking that Carrie P
tlnct musical talent from her early Toscanini, and has an assignment ed Conservator. April 6. 1840 and quali Sherman of Rockland, or some other
Thursday Club met at Mrs. Ed Mr Parker. They were accompan
suitable person, be appointed Admx.,
years,
and interpreative ability has' to do the same for the concert by fied by filling bond on same date.
win F. Lynch's this week, prizes ied on the trip by Mis. Minnie
niARI.ES T D AMES of Rockland without bond
Toscanini
and
his
Orchestra
in
Car

always
been
a
mark
of
her
playing.
Marian A Waldron of Rockport was
ESTATE SARAH F LUFKIN. Ute of
being awarded Mrs. Charles Smith, Beckett and son Lloyd.
Petition for AdConservator April 9. 1940 Rockport, deceased
We are going to expect still finer negie Hall on May 6th, with Vladi appointed
Mrs Orvel Williams and Mrs
and qualifies! by filing bond on same minls ration, asking that William C.
In The Churches
mir
Horowitz
as
soloist.
Boris
OoldLufkin
ot
Rockport,
or some other
date,
things of this talented and charm
W. B D Gray. Mrs. Williams will
MARY B BREWEK of Rockland suitable person, be appointed Admr,
ovsky
conducted
the
Cleveland
Or

St
James'
Catholic
Church.
Mass
ing
girl
—
and
feel
we
shall
not
be
without
bond
entertain the club next Thursday
Barbara J Swanson of Rockland was
chestra twice in March, and goes to appointed Guardian April 9. 1940 end
at 9 a. m.
ESTATE LI1J.IAN IF CARVER, late
Lnuls Hayward and Madeleine Carroll are two of the topflight stars disappointed.
afternoon.
of Vlnalhaven. deceased
Petition for
qualified by filing bond April 11. 1940
Tanglewood. Mass., the coming sumSt. John's Church. At 9 a. nr. who contribute to the romance and drama of Edward Small's latest picture,
Mr and Mrs. Victor LrSan have
LILLIAN A. ELLIOTT, late of Camden Administration, asking that Edward O.
Carver
of
Vinalhaven.
or
some other
"My Son, My Son!"—adv.
The April Issue of Overtones from ' mer as opera department assistant deceased. Raymond H Rackliffe of suitable person. J>e appointed
returned to Portland after being Holy Eucharist.
Admr.,
South Thomaston was appointed Exr
The
Curtis
Institute
of
Music
is
a
(at
the
Berkshire
Music
Center.
Euwithout
bond
S'.
George's
Church.
Long
Cove.
Aprtl IS, 1940. and qualified b»,' flung
guests of Capt. and Mrs. Earl
bond
on
same
date
ESTATE
LUCY
C
FARNSWORTH,
At 2 JO p. in.. Evensong.
delightful number, worthy of care- dice Shapiro has been assisting arStarrett.
First and
LAWRENCE F KAI.LOCH late of late of tLKkland deceased
Baptist Cliuich. Sunday School
ful inspection from cover to cover, tlst with the Coolidge Quartet; she Warren, deceased William M Teague flnal account presented for allowance
A banquet at Webber's Inn was
by
Boston
Safe
Deposit
and
Trust
Canaan Conn . was appointed Exr
A striking picture of Ignace Pad- and Victor Gottlieb were soloists of
pnjoyed Thursday night by the at 9.45, worship at 11. Music will
April 16. 1940, without bond Stuart C Company of Boston. Maas . Spec Admr.
Burgess of Rockland was appointed
ESTATE CORA R HALSTRICK, late
Rockland
Athletic
Association, be presented by a male double
of Rockland, deceased Petition for Re
Agent ln Maine
those present being Eleanor Porter. quartet, and includes "Lamp In
JAMES P BEITS late of Camden, duction of Bond, presen ed by Prank
deceaaed
Nina A Be ts of Camden L Young, ot Sudbury, Mass . Exr
Mary Lawry. Barbara Murray. Ruth The West," by Horatio Parker, ant)
was appointed Exx. April 16. 1940
ESTATE ALVIN O POTTLE, late of
an
arrangement
of
the
hymn
without bond.
Friendship deceased. First and flnal
Packard, F. N Anastasio, Mary
account
presented for allowance by
The fingers are Alfred
CHARI.ES BAIL, late of Camden, de
F Cross, Nathalie Edwards, Ruth "Fleming
ceased. Edward C Payson of Rockland Lewvllle J Pottle, Exr
Strout.
Byron
Knowlton,
William
was appointed Admr . April 16. 1940
ESTATE OCTAVE P HOWARD, late
Nichols, Ru'.li Goldberg, Sylvia
and qualified by (filing bond on same of Rockland, deceased Second and flnal
Hayes, Geraldine Norton, Priscilla White. Aaron Clark. Raymond K
date
account presented for allowance by
Greene, Edward Newcombe, Wil
EDWARD F CLEMENT late of War Edwin R Edwards Exr
Brazier and Dorothy Peterson.
ren. deceased. Stuart C Burgess of
ESTATE JOSEPH H MEt.VfN. late of
The BaptLst Ladies' Sewing liam T Smith, Jr.. Edward Oxton.
Rockland was appointed Admr. April Rockland, deceased
First and final
16. 1940. and qualified by filing bond account presented for alhrwance by
Circle met Wednesday afternoon at The children's story for the morn
on same date.
Gilford B Bn'ler, Exr.
the vestry for business meeting and ing is entitled "The Bell of Atri,"
WILLIAM A BESSEY lale of Union,
ESTATE rRVING T STANLEY, late
deceased
Roscoe M Bessey of Union of Rockland, deceased
Petition for
work followed by a public supper. and tlie subject of the sermon is
was
appointed
Admr
.
April
16.
1940.
Administration, asking that Alden A.
Each table bore a gaily decorated Offended in Christ." Communion
without bond
Stanley of Rockland, or some other
WILLIAM Y PrPER la'e of Warren suitable person be appointed Admr.,
Maypole as a centerpiece, and the service w ill follow the morning ser
deceased Lois P Cassens ot Rockland without bond
supper was in charge of Mrs. Eve vice. At 6 o'clock Pauline Burn
wns appointed Admx . April 16. 1940
ESTATE FRED S MACOMBER. late
without bond
ot Rockland, deceas'd.
Pe Itton for
lyn Perron. Mrs. Helen Hahn. Mrs. ham and Marie Jordan will have
Administration
D B N . asking that 8.
WILLIAM W LIGHT late of Wash
May Condon, Mr.. Olive £! rout charge of the Christian Endeavor
ington. deceased
Herbert B Cunning, Arthur Macomber of Rockland, or some
hatn of Washington was appointed other suitable person, be appointed
and Miss Dorothy Starrett. Thom meeting wliich has as the topic
Admr . April 16. 1940. and qualified by Admr. D B N.. without bond.
"The
Goal
of
My
Dream."
Tne
filing bongl on same date
ESTATE ORRIN AUGUSTUS TOL
as C. Stone, of Rockland, manage"
ALEXANDER FUIJ.ER, late of Union, MAN late of Rorkport”decea'ed peti
of the Belfast-Rockland District of subject of the evening service at
deceased. R Bliss Fuller of Union was tion for License ,to Sell certain Real
appointed Admr., April 16, 1940. with Estate, situated In Rockport, and fully
the New England Tel and Tel Co . 7 o'clock is "Fainting," and of tlie
described In said Petition, presented by
out bond
To celebrate "National Hardware Open House"
Jerome C Burrows, Admr
showed motion pictures entitled. Thursday evening prayer meeting
WILLIAM A GASTON late of Bos
late
ton. Mass deceased John Oas on of . ESTATE
_ ,, _EIJMER E- SIMMONS
----------------"The Voice oi tile City,' "The Hur the pastor has chosen the top.c
(April
25
to
May
4th)
New York. N Y. and John K Howard'of Rovklzhd. deceaeed First and final
ricane's Challenge" and "Getting His Love and Ours."
and Roger Amory, both of Boston. account presented for allowance by
Mass, were appointed Exrs . April 16 Edna S look and C Wlnnlfred Spauld
Federated Church. Sunday Scliocl
Together." Also included on the
1940. and qualified hy filing bond on ing. Executrices.
98
gal.
HOUSE
PAINT
?
2.
at
9
45;
worship
at
11.
Tlie
sermon
same date.
Alan L. Bird of Rock
ns TATE WIUJ AM A. LUCE, lore of
program were piano trios, "Marche
land
was appointed Agent In Maine.
Rockport, dereased First account pre
Militaire," by Schubert, and tlie fur the morning is entitled "An
LUbv E WINCHENBACH. late of sented for allowance by Prank H In
Thomaston, deceased Everett O Win graham. Admr dhn, eta.
Overture from "Carmen." bv Misses Adventure in Friendship,” and the
98 gal.
chenbach of Thomaston was appointed
ESTATE JOHN PASCAL late of Rock
r
$
1
anthem
to
be
sung
is
"Tlie
King
of
Sandra Hallowell and Slielbv and
Exr. April 16. 1940 and qualified by port. deceased.
First account pre
filing bond April 18 1940
sented for allowance by Frank H mF.laine Glendenning, of Rockland. Love," by Stair. The Sacrament
grahant.
Adntr
d
b
n.. c t.u
LUCY H WALSH, late of Rockland,
MIRROIAC ENAMEL ’jKXlill; 48 ( 1/2 pt.
Tlie Thursday Niters met at tlie of the Lord's Supper will be ob
EStAlE ANNIE M WIU4AMS. late
deceased. Ensign Otis of Rockland was
appointed Admr C.TA. April 18. 1940. of Vlnalhaven, deceased
Petviun for
liome of Mrs. Anne Day Prizes at served directly after the morning
and qualified by filing bond April 22. administration asking that Wilbur IF.
FLOOR ENAMEL
’3 199ol.
1940
Coombs. Jr of Vlnalhaven or oome
beano went to Mrs. Olive Biazier service. Tlie evening service at 7
ALFRED K LUDWTO. late of Thom other suitable person be appointed ad
and Mrs. Annie Mank. Mrs. Mank o'clock Ls in charge of the Women's
sston. deceaaed
Murv L Skav of ministrator without bond
Mission
Society,
the
subject,
“
The
Union was appointed Admx . April 16.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR &qulre
will entertain tlie club at tlie next
1940.
and
qualified
by
filing bond Muy Judge of Probate Couni for Knox
Distant Triumph Song.' Epworth
meeting.
1. 1940
County. Rockland. Maine
GENERAL STORE
“Yes, My Darling Daughter ..." Thomas Mitchell imparts some
Attest:
Attest:
Mr. ami Mrs Alpheus Jones went lifigue meets at 6 o'clock with
MAINE
fatherly advice to Priscilla Lane on what every young daughter should
CHARIJS L VEAZIE
FRIENDSHIP.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Eleanor
Gregory
and
Nathalie
Bell
Thursday to Marblehead, Muss.,
Register.
Register,
know In “Three Cheers For the Irish.”—adv.
54-8-80
<
54-8-6Q
for a few days' visit with their in charge.
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^SOCIETY

Mrs. Vesper A. Leach was taken to I
a Boston hospital this morning.
Knox Hospital Auxiliary will meet
Tuesday with Miss Ellen Daly as
hostess. Members who have not j
paid dues are urged to send them
or take them to this meeting.

Mrs. Clarence E. Jenkins of Pea- j Percy L. McLeod, daughters Beubody, Mass., Is visiting Mrs. Choris lah and Phyllis and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Whitmore, Mrs. Er
Jenkins at her home on Pleasant B P. Mahm, of Atlantic, Mass., are nest C. Davis and Mrs. Frank W.
street.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Fuller motored to Bangor Friday
Tirrell over the weekend.
and lunched with Mrs. Wyman
Mrs. Florence Knowlton, Mrs.
Poster. Mrs Whitmore was at tne
Itooevik Club meets Tuesday with wheel.
John M. Richardson and Mrs. Carl
E. Freeman were prize winners at Mrs. Grace Britt.
Friends are very happy to learn
the Thursday night meeting of
Miss Eda Knowlton returns to that Mrs. Charles M. Kalloch sus
W.I.N. Qlub when members met for
cards and luncheon with Mrs. Le- her reIi«l0US work ln Winchester. tained no permanent Injury to her
land Drinkwater.
lMass" today' after a vlslt wi,h her eye when she fell and struck on a
_____
I sister. Mrs. George W. Smith, Sum- hard surface in her home.
Mrs. Harold Glidden, daughter' mer street'
Virginia and son Allen of Calais,
Archer M. Robbins of Portland ls I
An interesting meeting of Junior |
formerly of this city, have been
guest of his mother, Mrs. Alice Rob- 1
Harmony Club was held Thursday 1
bins. Maple street, for the weekend. ,
spending the week with relatives
night with Miss Betty Holmes Fed
here and at Coopers Mills.
eration plans were discussed and
Mrs. Perley Damon and Mrs. A.
this program given, piano, "Whis P. Haines were prizewinners when
Mrs. Ray Eaton and Mrs. Walter
pering Pines," Rungee, Beverly the Thursday Club met with Mrs.
Spear, entertained Wednesday at
Merchant, current events, Betsy John Clayter.
the Copper Kettle a 1 o'clock lunch
Cooper, sketch, Lillian Johnson and
eon preceding three tables of con
Georgia Stevens, vocal, "Three
Miss Madeline Philbrick. a stu
tract. May day decorations were
Leaves of Shamrock." Allen-Lewis. dent at Westbrook Junior College,
effectively used.
Bertha Coombs, piano, “Dance of is having a vacation until Tuesday,
Members of T. and E. Club were the Leaves', Dix. Evelyn Clark. Tlie visiting at her home on Chestnut
entertained Wednesday afternoon hostess served refreshments. Those street.
by Mrs. Clara Curtis nt serving and furnishing the program next week
MLss Mabel Dorgan of Hartford,
are Shelby Glendenning. Betty
luncheon.
Holmes, Elaine Poust, Leona Well Conn., has been spending a few days
Mrs. Jane W'hite who has been a man, Elaine Glendenning and with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. D J.
Dorgan.
patient at Knox Hospital the past Christine Newhall.
five weeks, while a broken hip was
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich was re
The hospitable home of Mr. and
mending left the institution yester
elected president of Educational
day and is at Rest Haven near t^he Mrs. F. A Tirrell was opened to the
Club last night. Other officers are
corner of Limeroek and Lincoln public Thursday night, when the
secretary, Miss Mabel Harding; as
Willing
Workers
of
the
Universalist
streets.
Church gave a card party in the sistant, Miss Marguerite Gould;
David H. Buffiun and ttu' are game room, which was attended by treasurer. Mrs. Zalda Winslow.
sailing today from New fork for
Trieste, Italy on the S. 6. Walling
ton, Mr. Buffum goes as Consul
Hls many friends wish him ‘•Bon
Voyage'1 and a successful outcome
of hls connection there. Mr. Buf
fum has had a number of years'
experience which enables him to be
of great service to the country.

about 75 persons. There were 13
tables of bridge and contract in
play, others present enjoying a
social time. Those winning honors
at cards were, Mrs. Earle R Gowell,
Mrs. L. E McRae. Mrs. Mona Mc
Intosh. Mrs. Donald Farrand. Mrs.
Robert Allen, Mrs. Charles Berry,
Mrs. Block. Mrs. Walter Spear. Mrs.
Raymond Cross, Mrs. Clara Curtis,
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard and Almon
Cooper. Pussywillows and fir boughs
made attractive decorations and
dainty refreshments were served.

Tlie New State of Maine Society
in Washington, D. C. started off
Thursday night witli a reception
ar.d dance, with officers and mem
bers of the Maine Congressional
delegation on the receiving line.
Tommy Taylor Seaver, son of
After flourishing for years, the local Adjt. and Mrs. Thomas Seaver. cele
State of Maine Society languished brated his third birthday yesterday
and a new organization was iormed at his home on Main street, enter
a few months ago with Mrs. Harriet taining a group of eight friends.
V De Roquellaine of Damariscotta Games were played by the little
as president; A Frederick Eberle of folks and they were then escorted
Washington and Bridgton, treas to the dining room which was tne
urer; Mrs. Ormond E. Loomis of center of their attraction with col
Washington, Maine, secretary. In ored balloons hanging from the
the receiving line with tlie officers chandelier, and the table was
were Senator and Mrs. Wallace H. dressed ln colored trimmings, with
White, Jr.; Representative and Mrs. chocolated lollypops making a wheel
Ralph O. Brewster; Col. and Mrs I as the centerpiece for the table
Harold Marsh, formerly of Cape ! Refreshments were served, and ot
Elizabeth now of Washington. Pre- each place was a miniature birthday
ceding the reception and dance. Mr cake with a candle for each child U
and Mrs. Eberle entertained at din blow out. Tommy was presented
ner. Among the guests were the with a pretty birthday cake, and
Whites, the (Brewsters, and the later distributed a piece to eacli
Marshes; Maritime CommLssioner i guest. Irene Frve received flrst
and Mrs. E C. Moran; Mr. and Mrs. | prize for the donkey game, and
Oscar Cox—he is assistant general Sonny Frye won another prize for
counsel cf the Treasury; Miss j musical chairs. Tommy Taylor reMarion E Martin assistant chair- , ceived some lovely gifts, and each
man of the Republican National guest later left feeling that it was
Committee.'
I a gay time for each of them.

(fc^ctresLEY
klStie SHELVADOR

AS IT USED TO LOOK
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ROCKPORT

This And That

Spying Auto Plates
Alabama
California
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Texas
Vermont

LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

Tel. 2226

Mrs Frederick Sylvester of Wol
laston, Mas., arrived Thursday
night to remain until Tuesday witli
her sister Miss Hortense Bohndell.
By K. S. F.
| At the monthly business meeting
of the Baptist Church which fol
The lights seem to be eoing out
lowed the prayer service Thursday
all over the world. May Divine
night Mrs. Mildred Rhodes was
Help keep the blackouts from
elected as a delegate to attend the
tliese sTii'M.
State Convention at Ocean Park;
• • • •
June 17-21.
"Shine please, boy." said a sixMiss Marion Weidman is enter- loot-flve soldier to the shoe Wack.
, tabling as dinner guests tonight at
Tire boy looked down at the vast
i her home Mr. and Mrs. William expanse of boot before him "Bert ’,
Talbot of Portland.
he culled out to another boy.
| Frank Hawes, who Ls a surgical "Gimme a hand. I've got nil Army
patient at Community Hospital as contract.”
the result of an infected hand, Ls I
• • • •
improving.
J
life spent worthily should be
A successful public supper was measured by deeds not years."
served by the Ladles' Aid at the I
....
Washington
Methodlst vestry Wednesday. The, The State of Maine has Just
West Virginia
tables were effectively arranged pride ln Gov. Lewis O. Barrow.t
Wisconsin
with candy filled Maybaskets as and hls determination to sift to
Brewster street. looking south. From an old photo, loanrd by
Wyoming
.Mrs. K. T. Clark
centerpieces and the menu was of tlle very bottom of the unaccount• • • •
the usual high quality of this Sofor cash. There is an honest
British Columbia
, Dale Messer, Dorothy Aho, Alice ciety. Preceding supper there was man and gentleman.
Hawaii
Kenniston, Arthur Jenkins, Alfred an informal reception to the new
New Brunswick
A chair for International Peace
Kenniston, Charles Berry, Leroy pastor and his wife. Rev. and Mrs.
Ontario
Warren Primary Pupils
Pease. Barbara Marr. Kenneth Far- F. Ernest Smith Welcoming re is to be established at Harvard
Quebec
• • • •
marks were made by (Mrs. Emma I University under the trust fund
Present Colorful Pageant ris and Eiden Young.
The decorations were made by the L Torrey to which Rev Mr Smith set up ln n,e wiU of Theodore
An IllinoLs car was noted on Park
For School Benefit
Stanfield with a fund of $250,000. street May 1 bearing the number
pupils of the Malcolm Corner feelingly responded
Children of the
Rev. Andrew O Young of Harrlh“* aLs° Ieft 1310003
Wil‘ 1,193.678 Wendell Flint was the
school. Stage and property man
Hinckley Corner
agers were James Halligan and son, a former pastor of the Rock- amS Collf8e
observer of this high number.
and the Malcolm
Gary Kenniston. Mrs. Vinal was port Baptist Church, was in town
The greatest collision between
Corner Primary
accompanist.
thLs week calling on friends.
the earth and a meteorite In modSchools gave an
Mrs Edwina Schone has returned ern times occurred in Siberia In
excellent perform
Referring
to
four-generation
ROCKVILLE
to Roxbury, Mass., after a weeks 1903 and n was not made public
Mrs. Alta Dimick. Mrs. Maud ance at Town hall
groups
a
pcpular
present
day topic
Mr.
and
Mis
William
Dalior.
of
visit
with
her
mother.
Mrs.
George
to
the
world
by
the
press
until
20
Cables, Mrs. Allie Blackington, Mrs. Wednesday, pre
Amherst recently spent a few days ^illpr'
years later. This probably would Mrs. Aubrey Wentworth of Rock
IJna Carroll, Mrs. Inez Packard, senting the musi
port ccmes out with the .statement
witli her brother C. P Tolman and
The last meeting of the G. W Ilot happen m 1943
Mr„s Priscilla Smith, Mrs. Carrie cal variety show.
that her 3 years 3 months old
Bridge Club for the season was held
. . . .
Mrs. Florence Bolduc.
House, Mrs. Jennie Pietroski, Mrs. "In An Old Dutch
Elizabeth Murray. Mrs. Lizzie French Garden,”
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie E. Lamson Tuesday afternoon at the home of I A growing tendency to paint all daughter, Patricia Ann. figures In
under
farm buildings white or light col-1 four four-generation groups. On
and Mrs. Helen Paladino went to the direction of their teachers. Miss have returned from a winter's stay Mrs. Fannie Thompson.
Belfast Wednesday night to attend Shirley Castner. and Mrs. Florence In Worcester. Their son, Albert
Stated meeting of Harbor Light ored takes away the beauty spot her fathw's sldc- 8r<>at grandfather
Joseph Cox, grandmother, Mrs.
the annual Inspection of Emma - .
.
urmu vinal v.nwr Ladson. with whom they spent the ■ napter OES. will be held Tues- of red barns.
Davis, and Mrs Willis Vinal. supernlonths broug,^
I day night at Masonic hall with
• • • •
Jesse Wentworth; father Aubrey
White Barker Tent. Mrs. Pietroski
visor of music.
j thrcugft ar(j passe(j the weekend | Maurice (Miller and Harold GrafMaterial losses are most disturb- Wentworth and Patricia Ann;
sang a group of songs.
ing; often they become tragic, but great grandmother. Mrs. Effie
The stage depicted a Dutch garthem. Another son Clarence fam in charge of the program.
Prizewinners at 11 tables of bridge den scene, tulips of all colors beside Lamson of Upton, Mass., with Mrs. •She Johnson Society will meet losses of the spirit are far greater. Wentworth;
grandfather,
Jesse
at Hotel Thorndike last night, a garden fence in the foreground Lamson has been visiting his par- Wednesday night at the home of If we ever let down and never have Wentworth, father Aubrey Wentauspices St. Bernard's Parish were: and in the background against ever- ents for a few days this week,
MLss Marion Weidman
that indomitable will spent con- *'orlh and Patricia. On her mother's
Mrs. John Stevens. Mrs. John green. A few blossoming potted | Mrs Margaret Carr is again
Rev and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over- quering whatever assails us we lose Eidc' sreat grandfather, Harry Jones
Thompson. George Ryan. Mrs. E plantsaddedbrilliance to the
stage teaching "theRcckviile school after man atbcnded ,hc Bowdoinham control of our destinies. So our of Fredericton, N. B, grandmother,
Godfrey, Pauline Brewster, Mrs. set, which was further enhanced an en[orrec)vacation because of a BaptlRt Association meeting at Bath greatest need Is control of the Mrs Herman Job pson of Rockland;
Norman Drinkwater Helen Garnett, by the coloriul costumes of the tJ,roat operation,
Thursday where IMrs. Overman spirit within us. and keeping it mollier, Mrs Aubrey Wentworth
Emma Sweeney, Miss Ethel* Hol children, and by the top of a tvpi- j Mlfis ohve Tolman pas?C(1 Sun.' gave a talk on CWC. work and alive. Always benr in mind that and Patricia; groat grandmother,
brook, Agnes Donohue. Mi.ss Mae cal Dutch windmill
'day and (Monday with MLss Marcia i Mr. Overman substituted as Devo- gem, "It matters not how strait Mrs- Samuel Johnson, grandfather,
Chapais. Mrs. Benson. Mrs. Bernier;
tiops leader. They are also plan- the gate, how charged with punish- Herman Johnson of Rockland. Mrs.
Mrs Davis spoke a few words of pa-w'ell in Rockland.
crlbbage, Donald Perry. The final welcome and explanation, and in,
to attend 011 Monday at Wal- ment the scroll. I am the master Aublcy Wentworth and Patricia.
Ernest Crockett and son , nlng
,
L. G. Champney
party in the series will be held behalf of the two schools. Annette, Harold of Rockport passed a dav aoboro lhc mec,lng of the Damarl- of my fate, I am the captain of
Rockport.
May
3.
.
....
u
.
scotta
Association,
of
which
Mr
mv
soul'
Friday night at which time the Cogan and Esther Smith presented,,;^
Wilh her
her parents Mr
Mr nnd
and _
,iA week
Week. With
soul.
Overman Ls still president, having
capital prize will be presented and two gifts to Mrs. Vinal.
rt LeRov
L
1 \jtlv
Tolman
“Human pride is skillful to invarious other awards will be made.
More than 230,330.C3’3 chicks—
The net proceeds will be slightly
Mrs. Nellie Perry wlio has been been elected to that office while
astor
in
Waldoboro
last
year.
vent
most
serious
names
to
hide
enough
to supply about one-third
over $24. and will be divided be- seriously ill with asthma Ls conj Rev. and Mrs. George Currier and its lgnqrance.' said Shelley.
Tlie monthly meeting of the Uniof the spring demand—will be pro
tween the two schools for equip- siderably improved,
versalist Circle will be held Wed
[ children Thedessa and Charles of
• . . •
duced by hatclierymen in 44 States
ment and supplies.
1 Mrs. Robert Cain and son Rcbnesday afternoon at 2.30, in tlie
Campton. N. H., called cn friends
Much of poetic charm has been operating under the National Poul
Sidney Peters In costume an- ert of Rockport spent Tuesday with
vestry. The watchword will be
] iin town recently.
said of music and why not? Music. try Improvement Plan. Maine ls
nounced each number on the pro- Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Hall.
"friendship." Mrs Kate Veazie will
_.
u 1. .t
u 1
111 —
.
I The BaptLst Trvtohelp Club will the mosaic of the air; “music, a one of these States.
gram: Chorus by both schools, all
E. H. Perrv made a business trip___ . .. 1
'
win
sing, and MLss Caroline Jameson
,
.
.ui
. .
..
”, meet Monday night at Uie home of nameless grac,e which no methods,
Dutch songs; "The Windmill Song.’) to Lewiston this week
Mr and
will give religious current events.
Miss Lina Joyce.
teach and which a masterhand, Subscribe to Tlie Courier-Oazett*
by Floyd Mank, Merrick Beane, Mrs. Perry spent Sunday with Mr.
The speaker will be Miss Esther „
,, ,
_ .
, _
.
...
_
, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Poland, who alone can reach.” And did you
Mank. Sidney Peters, James and Mrs. ArUnir F.tzgerald in West1
.
. _
. '
,,
. ..
.
Marstaller of Lisbon FalLs, who will Harlow
„ ...
. _
,,
.
,,, . . ,
have been residing in Camden the ever realize that the most truth
• Halligan. and Gary Kenniston. El- i Waldoboro.
1
tell of her missionary work in
past few years, will return to Rock- ful and beautiful music Ls our reSUN.-MON.-TUES.
den Young, and Glendon Simmons:
-----------------India. The Missionary boxes will
port next week and will occupy an liglous music? How much more
"Zuider Zee' song, with Anita Rob- J Mrs. Rhama E Philbrick enterbe collected, and there will be re .
.
„ ...
.
.
.
.... apartment in the D A. Whitmore we should work for the best of
lief sewing. Hostesses for the so
house on Union street. Mr. Poland music to be given in churches and
cial hour will be Mrs. Alice Jame don Simmons; "In An Old Dutch at a sewing party and late lifnch- was a former postmaster here and blot out so much of the mediocre
son. Mis. Clara Smith, Miss Therese Oarden," incidental solo by Dale eon.
friends will be giad to welcome him stuff that has been placed In the
-------Smith, Mrs. Emily Stewart, Mrs. Messer, and tap dance by Mary J
back as a resident.
service books of today. Why not
Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
Nettie Stewart, MLss Laur^Sylves- j Boggs. Emily Smith, and Evangeline
Services Sunday at the BaptLst always call for the best and the
1 Barbour.
night, with supper at 6. Mrs. Inez
ter, Mrs. Eva Pea.sc and (Mrs. Anna
willwRh
begin
with bworship
at
■ “In Wooden Shoes' a drill by the Pack®rd is chairman. A business, nhurcti
O.clork
sermo
R
c inspired music for religious serbel le Berry.
I first graders of both schools; reverie. niee^H»g will be held at 7.30, when „—,—
___
, .
. .1
1
convention plans will be made and 1 yall8hn _Ovei™»n. subject "A Neg....
I
"A
Boy
At
Eventide.
”
by
Gary
KenNOTICE
delegates and alternates elected A'leCted F',-Stiva‘." churcli school at | Clubs do much to cement worthy
Tlve meeting of the Ladies' Aux iniston; “Daisy Drill,” Anita Robin- memorial service for Sister Helena 12 °'c,Ock: chrislian Endeavor at friendships and c’“le interest. The
iliary of fhe Knox Hospital comes ' son. Alice Kenniston. Norma Ran- Fales will be observed
6 p m wlth Miss Arlene Tominskl excellent clubs of this city are
on Tuesday May 7 and is the last j quist, Maxine Lindsey, Mary Berry.
in charge; at 7 p. m. there will be many of them closing seasons of
meeting of the season, so it Ls hoped Barbara Marr. Marion Farris. Joan
a union service at the West Rock- great pleasure and proltt to all who
that the attendance will be largo, Maxey, Dale Messer, Helen Carroll; FRIENDSHIP
port Church with sermon by tlie belong.
The Parent-Teacher Association ' pastor.
• • • •
MLss Ellen Daly will be the hostess Norman Peabody, Herbert Ring.
Charies Dolham. Jr.. Evangeline banquet will be held Monday nigiht 1 It was with mueh pleMure lhat
There is no doubt that happiness
of this afternoon.
Barbour; sketch. “Mrs. Brown and at 6.30 at The Riverview ln Dam- j Rockport friends of Raymond H. is a condition of mind and not a
| the Grocery Man," Mary Boggs and ariiscotta. This will be followed by Fogler learned of his recent election result of circumstances.
Gleason Pratt.
1 »ie showing of movies of the ! as president and general manager |
...»
"The Rose Drill." Esther Smith.1 World's Fairs by Wilbur Senter of' of lh(, w T Orant Co an artic]e
Oscar Straus, the Viennese com(Gleason Pratt, Lucille Perry. Evan- Rockland.
on which appeals in another P°ser- has become a naturalized
1 al HeRywoeif* mail thrilling
French citizen and has sued tlie1
gellne Barbour and Mary J Boggs; I At ,he H*8h School Prize Speak- column.
tian in the mail dramatic tkuatien
Oerman Government to recover
"The Milk Maid Song." Maxine , in» Contest held Wednesday at the
tvar le flame lrom the pages el a
(Lindsey and Mary Berry; "The: Playhouse, Eleanor Thlbedeau won
Lot no man presume to give ad- 'revenues from his authors rights. 1
haert-pounding naval.... a devoted
[Broken Heart" Evangeline Barbour.!first prizs cf $5: Roher' Burns, see- vice to others that has not first i
lather and his waelrai son. fighting for
I wish I hfld enough
Gleason Pratt, Leroy Pease, Charles ondl $3: and Barbara Allen, third. gimen good counsel to himself.— ' wl-e:
this beoutiiul woman's leva
I money to buy a car.”
Berry and &Iary J. Boggs; sketch. $L Musical interludes were pro- (Seneca.
“Circus Pony". Mary J. Boggs and ] vided by a strin« trio consisting of |--------I Husband: "But you have a car.”
EDWARD SMALL
Wife: "I know, but I want tlie
Russell Overlock; Straw-hat and Arthur MacFarland, violinist Anna
money."
Sunbonnet drill. Marion Farris. Oxford, 'cellist; and Llewellyn
• • • •
.Alice Kenniston. Norma Ranquist,' Chver, pianist; and a group of
Thanks you’s are extended all
Barbara Marr, Dorothy Aho, Helen!;ongs py tlve pupils. ThLs program
the way to Binghamton, N. Y.,
Carroll. Joan Maxey, Nancy Aho. was sponsored by the Parentand also to The Observer Publish
Teacher
Association.
and eight boys, James Halligan.
ing Co., of Dover-Foxrroft, for
| Gary Kenniston, Arthur Jenkins.
answers to this column's request
You
believe
easily
what
you
hope
(Charles Berry, Leroy Pease, Kenfor the author of the verse en
i neth Farris. Glendon Simmons and for earnestly.—Terence
titled "The Christian Life" or
■ Eiden Young.
"Dum Vivlmus Vivamus.” It was
‘The Rag Doll Drill." Esther
written by Philip Doddridge 11702Smith. Sylvia Hill, Mary Jane
G 0 A '» H I I • <;
I*
11111
1751i and ls to be found in several
Boggs, Phyllis Payson, Evangeline
collections of verse and in the
OMIQuE
Barbour, 11.ueille Perry, Barbara
memoirs of Doddridge as well as
Soule and Emily Smith; “Snow
FPOM TM$ P. . T « HlINNQVH
IHtATRi
The Oxford Book of 18th Century
White and the Seven Dwarfs' with
Home beauty treatment is ex Verse. The verse appealed to me
H 1 HOWA RU SFRINU
cellent in eon junction with a sci
■ .
and I repeat It for tlie benefit of
entific
Facial
at
your
beauty
SUNDAY-MONDAY
NOW PLAYING
memory:
shop . . .
All New Adventures
Dried chapped skins resulting "Live while you live" the epicure
“ROAD TO SINGAPORE”
Lew Ayres, Lionel Rarrymore
from extremes nut of doors and
with
would say.
“
DR. KILDARE’S
the drying heat of our homrs and
Tuberous Begonias, started in window boxes.
BING
CROSBYAnd
seize
the
pleasures
of
the
offices require at this time spe
STRANGE CASE”
DOROTHY LAMOLR
present day.
Star of Bethlehem plants that will blossom
cial attention . . .
Comedy
Cartoon
News
"Live
while
you
live
”
the
sacred
all Summer
TRY OUR REST FACIAL
TONIGHT
preacher cries,
Wc have many Gifts of permanence in Potlery and Copper,
Four Feature Attractions
“And give to God each moment as
and a pleasing assortment of Blooming Plants and Cut Flowers.
“FIVE LITTLE PEPPERS AND
It files."
HOW THEY GREW”
Lord In my view, let both united
••SHOWDOWN”
Shows: Mat, 2: Evg. 6.45 and US
be—
PHONE 683-W
KIT CARSON SERIAL
(ontinuous Salurdav 2.15 to 10.45
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 318-W
493 MAIN ST„ KIX KL4NI), ME. I live to pleasure while I live to
CASH NIGIIT. $206
Sunday Jlat J— Daylight Time
54-57

“Old Dutch Garden”

Four Generations

An Hour
For Beauty’s Sake

MADElEINE CARROLL
BRIAN AHERNE
LOUIS HAYWARD

MW 9-60*

“

*

• G'octrowver unit backed by
5 year Protection Plan

Other Models

• 5 Patented EXTRA »helve»-

in-the-door

$119.95, $139.95 up
See the Complete Line
Get Our Terms

• Hermetically sealed Elec

trosaver unit
• Porcelain

food

compart

ment, automatic light

Maine Music Co.
397 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

SWAP FOR CASH STORE

My Son,
My Son!

C

TWO SPECIALS FOR MOTHER’S DAY

SILSBTS FLOWER SHOP

Strands

MA BELLE
BEAUTY SHOPPE

tbee.
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est. depreciation, and labor costs
WHITE HEAD
Measureable Costs
Tlie Coast Guard boat has been
1000 Bird Flock
busy the past week carrying the cen
Specialist Reed Gives
1 Cast of iPullorum testing at 4c. $40 ,
sus enumerators to tlie outside
Poultrymen Some Valu 2. Depreciation on males, 140
towns and islands as far as Isle au
143
males 12 sets), at 1.00.
News items from all of the Pa Haut.
able Ideas On Subject
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
3. Feed for males while in
Frank Alley, first assistant
here.
breeding pens. 70 males at
At a recent meeting of the New
keeper
at the light visited Sunday
140
2 lbs. feed per week.
England poultry leaders at Ports
I Meguntlcook
Grange
Sewing with his family in Rockland.
4. Extra cost of breeder
mouth. N. H . considerable concern
150 Circle met Wednesday afternoon J Calvin Beal and son Calvin of
What our lightkeepers and
ration at 16c per cwt.,
roastguardsinrn arr doing to
was expressed regarding the prob 5. Share in interest on invest
and later partook of supper. The Rockland are engaged ln raking
protect coastwise shipping by
able hatching egg premiums to be
first and second degrees were con- ' Irish moss.
ment
chargeable
to
males
—
day and by night. The day's
offered this year by hatcheries ln the
ferred by the worthy master. Mae
Clarence Beal, surfman. has re7T of $369 total Interest
news from ninny lonely out
Del-Ma-Va broiler area Premiums
25 | Young. Dr James Carswell. Jr., turned from Rockland Breakwater
posts alone Maine’s waterfront
charge.
paid vary from five cents per dozen 6. Share in depreciation equip
i was the speaker at the open session Light w’here he substituted for one
j to over 16 cents. Hatcheries paying
and gave an instructive talk on at the keepers for 10 days.
ment and buildings. 7" of
BURNT ISLAND
! higher premiums are finding it in- , total depreciation.
Jasper ch<ney assUtant kecptr
20 ‘•Public Health". There was also a
After the last storm we are bcginning to have a little
creaslngly dllBcul.to compete. The ,
,n ,abor CQgU
of
piano accordion solo by Agnes at Libby Lsland Light, and son Ro.
.
fear was expressed that this com-'
eo Richardson; anecdotes by Lois Dau- ,and iX,cently vlslu,d Mr chenev,
weather. The seas here washed out
Qn
2000 hours at 30c.
cette. Hazel Clark. Lillian Piper and
part of the .seawall and took away ums this season
$575 Elizabeth Morton; and Mrs. Charles #5tatiorx bcre
one log which had been in front of
The individual POultnnnan
| UMneaswab,e Cwta
Wellman gave an interesting talk
the boat house for years. It was , lnflUence tbe premium offered liii
.
»h» «vwl
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Beal re
the worst storm we had seen here.
(l(
bet,er
addl“°n to the above the poul- on the meeting of the Grange Club turned Wednesday from 48 noui.s
Willard spent part of last week 1 sfock and
h8tfhab„itJ, and
,mU8t consider such added in Florida.
liberty in Lubec.
Eunice Morse of Thomaston, only
1
,
,
.
•
’
,
costs
as
"wear and tear on the liens
with Keeper Stockbridge of Ram j (2) by refusing to ship eggs at
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Litchfield
resulting in higher mortality, more woman commander of the American
Island He says he would have had premiums which do not cover his
legion. wlU speak on "Japan"and' of Scituate. Mass., are spending
culls, lower egg production, and
a better time if it hadn't stormed "extra*' costs of producing hatching;
lower sale value of hens as meat. Vlodivostok. Siberia. " There will be thelr honeymoon as guests of Mr.
every day.
J eggs.
Breeding work also involves more | a program ln observance of Mother's and Mrs Donald S Bangs.
Mrs. Muise received word that; Figuring the cost of producing i
Lieut Durgin of the Coast Guard
labor in handling birds, frequent Dayher niece Mrs. Hazel Blunker Faulk- hatching eggs will be much simpli-,
• • • •
was at the lighthouses here and at
selection. more rigid culling, etc.
ingham is the mother of a new fled if approached from the angle i
At Penobscot View Grange meet- Two Bush Island Monday on inspecAnd may there be no sadness ol farewell
of "extra” costs over market egg' Using the estimates for measur ing Thursday tlie lecturer present- | tion.
Twilight and evening bell
daughter.
able costs only, the following table
When I embark.
And after that—the dark!
Mrs Muise. Madelyn and Ann I production. It is not a question of gives the number of hatching eggs *"** bhis program: Dramatic read-| Harold Marston, surfman at the
Miuse spent an afternoon recently whether hatching eggs can be pro- and tlie length of shipping period | in® &■' Deorge Cunningham; quiz local'station. ls on 10 days' leave of
No. 45
answered the call ofthe wild and Monhegan. At that time we were with Mrs Albert Staples.
j duced for three ccnts or stx cents necessary to cover the actual cost In I
“,e lecturer; musical selections; (absence at his home in Rockland,
apitix but whether the 6c. 10c, or
To those impractical souls among
went to New York.
on the run from Portland to MaWillard has sent his motor to
figuring the length of shipping pe readings, Henry Payson and MinBasil Winchenbach of Rockland
us who love the sea and the things I
....
chias. taking over the old Frank Portland for a general overhauling 15c premium offered by hatcheries
Refreshments were launched his large motor boat,
riod. an actual egg production of i tlie Miles.
actually will cover these extra costs.
of the sea the passing of a longFrom Capt Benjamin W Dunton.
Jones run. It was said I was the
Islander. Tue.sdaj’ and will soon be
Recent overnight guest was It would be conceivable, for example, about 60rl would have to be obtained , i*rve'dknown and faithful ship is akin to now 0( Cambridge, comes this youngest captain of steamboats on
-----------------ion his regular route aanong tlie
Mbs. Bertha Bean of House Island for a poultry-man to make a profit and the hatchery accent all eggsl
the loss of a well loved friend.
chatty letterthe Atlantic coast, being 25 years
I islands.
who also spent Sunday with us. Dex on hatching eggs sold at market suitable for lunching during the I SPRUCE HEAD
Tennyson's nostalgic lines seemed
I started my steamboat days on of age
.
| Darrell L. Mann came home
ter Sayward Jr was also a caller egg prices; yet obviously this poul- shipping period.
Forrest Cheney, surfman, repeculiarly appropriate to the dreary the waters of Penobscot Bay and
Thursday from Great Duck Island turned Tuesday from 48 hours'
Sharp interest has been aroused Sunday and ln the afternoon we tryman would be losing money on 1006 Bird Flock
scene pictured above, the end of coastal waters from Eastport to
all went for a sail in his sailboat. the hatching egg venture itself. This
Sales necessary Length of Light Station to spend his leave liberty at his home in Spruce Head
warmly remembered veteran of Boston. Mass., with that very dear by Hiram Ir.gerson s request for
| Word ha#
here Q(
Premium
to meet costs Slip Period With his family.
Dr
and
Mrs
Fosdick
are
visiting
paradox
is
explained
by
the
fact
that
' friend of mine. Capt I. E Archibald names of those who have served on
local service.
lCc
5750
doz.
24’.- weeks
Mr and Mrs. L. R Tinney re- the death in Bangor of an oldtime
C. W. Car- j at their summer home on Mouse | the profit is coming from efficiency
Steamrr Mo,,-.
built In «~
™
« SS. On» IW- « •«.
15c
3833 doz
16 weeks turned Tliuisday to Quincy, Mass, friend and former neighbor, Mis.
in market egg production.
2875 doz
aoc
™ H du£atXd JSuS and taker, over by the government and Mace was first to answer, sending
Several summer residents are ar- ! Estimate Of Average Costs
12 weeks after several days spent at their Elmer Reed Mrs. Reed was a tal
Premiums are on the basis of what! cottage. Lindenhurst.
well on the Roekland Bar Harbor
‘he waters of Penobscot Bay I an especially Interesting note with riving for weekends and will soon ' The foUowing estimate is made on
ented pianist and violinist and bejjj.s Eugenie Godfrey entertained sides being a valued member of the
I the basis of the 1000 bird plant Fig- the producer receives over what he
well or. tne Rocxiana Bar naroor
thousand names of some 27 local ships for be here for the season
line a quarter century until replaced have traveled a good many thousand
,nT
u
,
j( th
qjje weather is goa
good next Sun- 1 ures used are average costs based on could get for some eggs as market at fards Monday night, high scon- Educational Club in Rockland, she
miles since and have been master his list. Other nominees for the
the j jf
by the palatial J T. Morse. In my
of some of the best cargo vessels "most steamboats" honors are Neil day Willard and Dexter Say ward Jr farm management studies by various eggs, tlf hatchery accepts 22 oz j,olng t0 Mrs. Margaret Tinnej’ and belonged to several other organiithcd"Ol’rie\foimtTad'o nTsouthwe” and 0,1 ‘ankers afloat making trip:- Kenn
Harold Kennison.
Kennison Otis
Otis Ray.
Ray. plan t0 m;1 on Keeper and Mrs New England College Experiment eggs at 10c over top Boston and pays Miss Ethel Holbrook taking the zatlons. She leaves her husband.
Kenny> Harold
Stations. A very important item cf express. this might actually repre trawel prize Luncheon was served, who was keeper of White Head Light
Fat
Holt.
Fred
Townsend.
Emery'
Harbor home of my maternal across SouthamptonEngland. Liver- ™
A beano party was held Tuesday for several years and one son, E.
pool and South American ports and Hlis Ralph Webber Edward Wins- I Keeper Muise is getting his gar- cost which poultrymen often fall to sent a 15c premium).
—Prepared by Frank D Reed. night in the school house and a Merrill Reed of New York,
grandfather, and to be frat.k. the
steadily from New York low. Gene Thompson. Henry Thomp- 'den ready, intending to plant peas consider is the approximate 7" re
Morse in all her glory never seemed runnmg ueacuv irom
.
...
duction in housing capacity oc Extension Poultry Specialist.
considerable sum was realized to j AC. McLoon and son John H.
half so imnressive in later rears as Baltimore. Philadelphia to the West son- Frank Cook. Leon W Spinney, next week.
casioned
by
the
presence
of
males
be used for dental work among the McLoon and party of friends came
.. . my
’ pictured
'
. ' of her
,
coast
six ^Iason Johnson. William Aylward.
Keeper Stockbridge
did
memories
Coast San
San Pedro
Pedro Calif
Calif. for six
1^of Ram in the pens. This results auto Happiness is a running stream
school children. Another party will here recently for the motor boat
predecessor.
«*r
Arthur Porter, and Arthur Sullivan
matically in a 7% increase in inter- not a stagnant pool —Good
be held Tuesday at 7.30.
j Vada and Alice.
After leaving Penobscot waters. J enjoy reading in Steamboat R
PORTLAND HEAD
Mount Desert s progress down the Day s of the dtfferen. men and boats
namM
, visitors are strclIlng m ofUn
sunset trail was not happy. For-«h ®s have been printed abou. the record hoIdcr
good steam.; Looks favorable to start spring
some time she odd-jobbed around Capt. E. A Rawley and from the
men • says capt. Carver of cleaning. What a long, long spell
Boston harbor and put some weeks salty Pe*1 of Capt Walter E. Scott
I of bad weather
on the Nahant run before joining °‘ Deer Isle I wonder if Capt I
....
Mrs L O Ooff of Westbrook
the Btarin fleet of old steamers ln Sc0“ can remember back in 1918
Hampden Highlands and called Monday afternoon on F. O
New York She ran to Olen Island when he ’as ‘hen Port Captain for lhe
of Capl E A Rawley comes Hilt.
and other resorts, steadily growing ‘he Eastern Steamship Co. and he (bf cbeerfU[ word tbat Mrs R^iey
The Palmerton Players from Civic '
shabbier under the name Arion, gave^ne my first chance to go up is improVjr,g jn health after a long Tlieatre, Portland, visited the staand was condemned at the close of t0 Detroit. Mich., to get one of the hospital experience
tion Tuesday afternoon.
the 1913 season. She ls pictured as
Lake type ships that was being
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr.
she lay some time later, at Edge- taken over by the Eastern S-S. Co
Probably the most attractive in were guests Saturday evening of
water. N. J., where she is shown in T*181 *as the beginning of m,v going appearance of all the Barbour fleet their parents at the station. After
process of being broken up. The lnt0 larger steamers.
of steamers hailing from and large- dinner the evening was passed play
buildings in the background are
I am looking forward for the pic- ly built in Brewer. SS. Verona ing cards.
Mr. and Mrs W C. Dow were
along New York City’s Riverside tures of the three “NTs'—the Mon-' closed the chapter of Barbour buildDrive. The photograph was pre- hegan. Mineola and May Archer ing She was fast and comfortable, guests Tuesday of the Hilt family.
sen ted by Donald C. Ringwald of for it was on the Mineola that I spending most of her years of local Government Machinists Morong
Kingston. N. Y.. and made by first went quarter master and when service in the Bar Harbor area, and Davis and Electricians Estes
George W
Murdock of
the the Monhegan came out I made Verona was of 149 gross tons. 110.3 and F.anagan have finished work
same city from whose able pen
the first trip with Capt. Archibald leet long. 28 feet wide and 8 feet nere a‘ the>station.
a story will shortly be presented on and in 1906 when he sold to the deep. She was launched In 1902 at
F. O. Hilt, a patient at the U. S.
Marine Hospital returned home
another down east paddler which Eastern I became master of the Brewer.
J M R
Monday much improved. He ex
tends thanks to all sending cards,
smokes, flowers and delicacies.
Ronald W. Small of Cape Eliza
beth Coast Ouard station, substitute
in the absence of F. O Hilt re
turned Tuesday to duty at the Coast !
Ouard Station
Mr. and Mrs Ctyde Grant of
Cape Elizabeth and Mrs E. E Kin
ney of Portland called on Mrs. Hilt
Sunday evening.

Egg-Hatch Problem

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

DEMOCRACY vs. MONOPOLY

A Brief for the Plaintiff, a
pamphlet by Joseph E. Hall, LLB.
Degree from Georgetown University,
.of Washington. D C ; Clerk to the
Naval Committee of the House of
Representatives under the chair
manship of Hon. Charles A Boutelle
of Maine; eight years judge of Mu
This is steamer Verona, one of the best of the famous Barbour fleet from Brewer. She was a frequenter of nicipal Court in Caribou; author of
local waters with excursion parties in the 1900s.
Criminal Law and Procedure for
Peace Officers; author and founder
State. Portland, which is in Cum- The reward was never taken. It' of Maine Association of Municipal
! berland county, elected as sheriff was a great loss when Sheriff Pear- Court Judges, now functioning suc«» .
r. .
i t
Samuel F. Pearson, the Prohibition son died before the expiration of ^aafully as Juvenile oourts. Guilt
Maine, rir#t Otate Io
I
.
01 monopoly admitted by State and
..
n veil’
i m
party candidate. The Prohibition his term.
, J
t ,
Have Prohibition, Is Now
1 federal officers over their own sigOn Other Side of Fence
SinCC repea‘ ** ?’lne liqU°r natures in P°^“ion
author.
ton brewing companies had been metbod bad been the State monopo- J Eternal vigilencc is the price of
Maine was the first State to have Payin« thc sheriff $1 00 a barrel on
system under a State Liquor liberty."
_ ,
. . . . . each barrel of beer that came into
The people should be familiar
a Prohibition law It adopted statthe Commission. Local option selecwith
the record history disclosed by
utory prohibition in 1851 with the rpspec.
t,br jx-oplc and received ‘tons are held in each town blenthis pamphlet. It Ls being published
Prohibition forces under the lead- 60 percent of tlie vote. His plat- niall.v on the second Monday in
by subscription. Order from your
ership of Neal Dow, who Ls often form was tiliat "Prohibition law September. The last vote, Scptcmnews stand or from publisher at 26
referred to as the father of Pro- Can be enforced and that prohibi- ber 12. 1938. showed 233 towns votGlenwood Ave., Portland, Me. Price
hibltion.
ticn law ought to be enforced.” On ing "Yes" on State stores, and 272 50 cents.
In 1884 constitutional Prohibition the first day of the term of his office towns voting “No” and 5 towns tied
was adopted in place of statutory 61 liquor places were seized.
| Thp Prohibition party was re-orProhlbition by a majority of 46.£>72.. The preceding year there had ganlzed in Maine in 1935, and in PORT CLYDE
At the Advent Christian Church
Prohibition enforcement in Maine ' bccn 277 holders of United States , 1936 Donald P Hurlburt was elected
lias been good at times, and bad jiquor taix certificates .selling in State chairman, and still holds that of which Harry R. Daniels is pastor,
at times. Both old parties in Maine Portland, and others without such office. It is hoped that a State services Sunday will be; At 10.30,
had catered to the 'wet vote, but certificates were selling as kitchen ticket can be nominated this year, worship and communion service; at
in 1887 when Neal Dow, who had barrooms. Local taxes had risen and with an electoral vote placed on 11.45, Sunday School; at 6.30 p. m„
worked with the Republican party from $1600 to $2200 per thousand, the ballot —National Prohibitionist, Loyal Workers; at 7.30, evening
service. At the morning communion
as long as he could said, "We found- After one year of Sheriff Pearson's ,
■ ■
ed a third party because we were administration he turned back into' Improper or worn parts in the service the pastor will give a short
fooled by Republican bosses, who the treasury 40 pet cent of the pau-1 cutting mechanism of a mowing meditation ' n the subject ‘‘Tho
were running the party in interests per fund because it was not need- machine may increase the draft New Covenant.” At the evening
of grog-shops while making all the cd, and for the f.rst time in the by 35 percent.
Three things service he will consider the topic
while sham professions of devotion history of the county it got out of | should be carefully checked: Allgn- "Tlie Touch That Was Different.”
to Prohibition.”
! debt.
ment of the cutter bar, register of Prayer service will be Wednesday
The first outstanding example j After he had been in office a year the knives, and shears. U 8 D. A. at 7 30.
of what could be done to make pro- , Pearson repeatedly offered a re- Farmers’ bulletin 1754. "Care and
The problem in Europe is not the
hibition effective was furnished by ward of $100 to anyone who would Repair of Mowers,” is recommendthc Prohibition party. Conditions I produce evidence that there was a ed by the Maine Extension Service Jewish problem; it is the problem
had gone from bad to worse until single open saloon or open oar in ' and may be obtained from its of- of suffering humanity. — Sholem
i;XMl when the hirpest city of Hie 1 Portland or Cttraberland County fire at Orono, Maine
Aach

First “Dry” Now Wet

Too many of them without even fetting actual figure*
will shake their heads and sigh, “Nope! A car that

big and handsome must be out of my reach!"
You’ll be smarter than that, wc know.

When the bug to own a Buick bites you,
you’ll figure that a car as talkcd-about as Buick

must be looked at first— if you’re going to have any

thing to go on in judging 1940 values.
You’ll realize it doesn’t cost a cent to find oul how

When you’ve got the answers through a good long
ride—ask one more question: “How much?"

one feels under your own hand and w hat the deliv

ered prices are.

Current prices! start at $895 *for the business

coupe, delivered at Flint, Mich. To this add trans

So you’ll walk in, please, to the nearest Buick dealer

portation based on rail rates, state and local taxes

and boldly say:

(if any), and optional equipment and accessories —

"Let me have a good look at that car that’s showing
the rest of ’em what modern style is.

though there will be few such “extras" you’ll need.

That totals up to low delivered prices that are often

"Let me try out that big straight-eight engine that’s

only a few dimes more a day than on cars in the
lowest-price class—so why hesitate or haggle?

electrically balanced after assembly for smoothness

to match a wrist watch’s works.

When the bug bites you, get the facts — and you’ll
get a Buick and be happy!

“Show me those big soft coil springs you

talk

about and how they smooth out that rough stretch

^Prices subject Io change without notice.

down the street — and what’s the
business about recoil-mounted
Knee-Action, heaviest frames at the
price, five-foot front seat room in

ZA

SUPER models, and six dozen new

1940 features?’’
EXEMPLAR OF GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1000-W

Sil THE GENERAL MOTORS EXHIBITS AT THE NEW YORK ANO SAN FRANCISCO FAIRS

